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Spring shows 2018
Entertainment - lighting - decor
www.spjuk.com

Essex

www.paul-hubbard.co.uk

www.coojewellers.com

hertfordshire

THAT AMAZING PLACE
Sunday 8th April (12 pm - 4.00 pm)

HANBURY MANOR
Sunday 8th April

HYLANDS HOUSE
Sunday 22nd April

HATFIELD HOUSE
Sunday 22nd April

Hubbards Hall Drive, off
Churchgate Street, Old Harlow,
Essex CM17 0NH

Hylands Park, London Road,
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 8WQ

PONTLANDS PARK
Sunday 13th May

West Hanningfield Road,
Great Baddow, Chelmsford,
Essex CM2 8HR

CROWNE PLAZA
COLCHESTER FIVE LAKES
Sunday 13th May
Colchester Road, Tolleshunt
Knights, Essex CM9 8HX

THE REID ROOMS
Sunday 20th May

DD

Marks Hall Lane, Margaret Roding,
Chelmsford, Essex CM6 1QT

CHELMSFORD CITY
RACECOURSE
28th & 29th April

Marriott Hotel &
Country Club, Ware, Herts
SG12 0SD

Hatfield Park,
Hatfield, Herts
AL9 5HX

kent
salomons estate
Sunday 8th April

Salomons Estate, Broomhill Road,
Southborough, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent TN3 0TG

norfolk
SPROWSTON MANOR
MARRIOTT HOTEL &
COUNTRY CLUB
Sunday 20th May
Wroxham Road, Norwich,
Norfolk NR7 8RP
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(11 am - 3.30 pm)

Chelmsford City
Racecourse, Chelmsford,
Essex CM3 1QP
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All shows run from 11am - 3.00 pm unless otherwise stated
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Shows

Autumn shows 2018
Entertainment - lighting - decor
www.spjuk.com

Essex
HUTTON HALL
Sunday 2nd September

Hutton Village, Brentwood,
Essex CM13 1RX

THE RAYLEIGH CLUB
Sunday 9th September
Hullbridge Road,
Hullbridge,
Essex SS6 9QS

CROWNE PLAZA
COLCHESTER
FIVE LAKES
Sunday 16th September

Colchester Road, Tolleshunt
Knights, Essex CM9 8HX

HYLANDS HOUSE
Sunday 23rd September

Hylands Park, London Road,
Chelmsford, Essex
CM2 8WQ

Apton Hall
Sunday 30th September
Apton Hall Road
Rochford, Essex
SS4 3RH

www.paul-hubbard.co.uk

DD

www.coojewellers.com

CHELMSFORD CITY
RACECOURSE
6th & 7th October
(11 am - 3.30 pm)

Chelmsford City
Racecourse, Chelmsford,
Essex CM3 1QP

THAT AMAZING PLACE
Sunday 14th October
(12.00pm to 4.00pm)

Hubbards Hall Drive,
Old Harlow, Essex CM17 0NH

ORSETT HALL HOTEL
Sunday 14th October
Prince Charles Avenue,
Orsett, Essex RM16 3HS

PONTLANDS PARK
Sunday 14th October

West Hanningfield Road,
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 8HR

CHANNELS ESTATE
Sunday 28th October

Pratts Farm Lane East,
Little Waltham, Essex CM3 3PT

THE REID ROOMS
Sunday 30th September

Marks Hall Lane,
Margaret Roding,
Chelmsford, Essex CM6 1QT

VAULTY MANOR
Sunday 4th November

Goldhanger Road, Heybridge,
Maldon, Essex CM9 8BQ

If you are a supplier and are interested in exhibiting please contact our office for availability on 01245 895470

All shows run from 11am - 3.00 pm unless otherwise stated
spring/summer 2018
Showpages.indd 7
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Shows

Autumn shows 2018
Entertainment - lighting - decor
www.spjuk.com

www.paul-hubbard.co.uk

hertfordshire
HATFIELD HOUSE
Sunday 2nd September
Hatfield Park, Hatfield,
Herts AL9 5HX

HANBURY MANOR
Sunday 16th September

A Marriott Hotel & Country Club,
Ware, Herts SG12 0SD

great hallingbury
manor
Sunday 21st October

Great Hallingbury, Bishop's
Stortford, Hertfordshire CM22 7TJ

coltsfoot country
retreat
Sunday 4h November
(12.00pm to 4.00pm)

Coltsfoot Ln, Datchworth,
Hertfordshire SG3 6SB

kent
tudor park
Sunday 9th September
Ashford Road, Bearsted,
Kent ME14 4NQ

BRANDS HATCH
Sunday 16th September
Fawkham, Longfield,
Kent DA3 8NG

Follow us on Twitter! @TheMainEventUK
8

www.coojewellers.com

norfolk
SPROWSTON MANOR
MARRIOTT HOTEL &
COUNTRY CLUB
Sunday 30th September
Wroxham Road, Norwich,
Norfolk NR7 8RP

cambridgeshire
SWYNFORD MANOR
Sunday 28th October (12.00pm to 4.00pm)

London Road, Six Mile
Bottom, Newmarket CB8 9EP

bedfordshire
THE HOUSE,
SHUTTLEWORTH
Sunday 23rd September

The House, Old Warden Park,
Biggleswade, Beds SG18 9EA

For more information on these shows,
please contact us:

T: 01245 895470
E: info@mainweddingsandevents.co.uk
W: www.mainweddingsandevents.co.uk
Like our Facebook page –
Main Event Weddings Shows Ltd
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Save the date...

One Of The Largest Wedding
Shows In Essex

www.johnpaulodonnell.co.uk

28th & 29th April
11am-3.30pm

& 6th & 7th October
Free entry
Over 150 stands
including venues
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Fashion shows
12pm & 2pm
Champagne Bar
Live music
First 50 brides
through the door
on both days will
receive a FREE
wedding planning diary!

Pre-register to save time on the day

www.mainweddingsandevents.co.uk
Telephone: 01245 895470
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News
Meet the
team

From the Editor

I

write this as spring – and what is traditionally known as
‘wedding season’ – gets underway. However, for
brides-to-be battling through the planning phase, it’s always
wedding season! Whether your big day is set for this summer or
next year (or beyond, in which case, we salute your organisational
skills) you want every detail to be perfect and beautifully reflect
your relationship and personality as a couple.
Luckily then, Absolute Bridal is on hand with features to guide
you. This issue we cast the spotlight on four gorgeous couples
who all married their way, as well as celebrate the crème de
la crème of wedding-cake talent, floristry, bridal boutiques,
planning and venues.
In addition to all this, we also pay homage to what will be – on
the world stage at least – the wedding of the year. As the Royal
Wedding approaches, we take a look at dresses that reflect regal
bridal styles of days gone by, and inspired by the ‘Markle sparkle,’
we ask jewellery insiders to offer engagement-ring shopping
advice for grooms without Prince Harry’s budget.

Vanessa Challis

Director - Absolute
Bridal & Main Event
Wedding Shows Ltd

 Read about

Dwain and
Sorcha’s eclectic
nuptials on
page104.



Find your regal
style icon with
our round-up of
princess looks
past, starting on
page 22

Linda Grant

Director - Absolute
Bridal & Main Event
Wedding Shows Ltd

Lydia Adams
Office Manager
Advertising and
wedding show sales

Tanaka Kadete
Advertising and
wedding show sales

Lena Chakir

Wishing you all the very best,

Laura x
editorial@mainweddingsandevents.co.uk

G

distance

Going the

Needing mini-moon inspo, or just fancy a
getaway with your husband-to-be?
Check out Europe’s 10 most romantic
destinations for loved-up couples, as compiled
by the Rail Delivery Group:
1. Venice, Italy
2. The Eiffel Tower, Paris
3. Rome, Italy
4. The Lake District, England
5. Florence, Italy

Administrative Executive

6. Isle of Skye, Scotland

Rachel Bray

8. Trevi Fountain, Rome

Accounts Executive

7. Juliet’s Balcony, Verona
9. Oia in Santorini, Greece
10. North Yorkshire Moors Railway, England

Cover photo
orange street
photography
www.orangestreetphoto.com
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SEARCYS LAUNCHES WEDDING
DIRECTORY PLATFORM

Events company Searcys has launched a new
wedding directory platform on its website.
The Wedding Collection by Searcys is comprised of
a comprehensive landing page showcasing 12 venues
that cater for weddings – from the now-iconic
Gherkin to Blenheim Palace – and each location has
their respective section on the page. There’s a concise
reference guide for each venue in the form of a
checklist, helping the newly-engaged to scan to the
venue that meets their needs best. The bride, groom
or wedding planner can download the brochure and
the user can post this straight to their Facebook
page, Twitter feed and via email – ideal for sharing a
venue shortlist with both families!
The landing page is also mobile friendly and this
includes the online submission form. Searcys have
focused on making the end to-end digital user’s
journey as direct as possible.
The Wedding Collection by Searcys can be
accessed via searcys.co.uk/weddings/

To keep up to date with all things wedding-related, connect with us on
Twitter at @TheMainEvent,
and join us on
Facebook via the Main Event Wedding Shows page.
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News

Pronovias

ANNOUNCES NEW CEO

Love Island’s Olivia
Buckland to host
Second Chance Dresses
Olivia Buckland has signed up to host TLC’s brandnew wedding show, Second Chance Dresses. The 22part series joins the engaged Love Island star as she
helps other British brides-to-be track down the dress
of their dreams on the preloved market.
Each episode joins Olivia and one bride-to-be as they
travel to the homes of three savvy sellers, each with
different reasons for wanting or needing to part ways
with their precious purchase, and all sharing the hope
that their dress will be ‘the one’…again! Emotions run
high as Olivia’s bride steps into the gown and the seller
reveals the story behind their dress; will it be a dream
gown or big-day nightmare? And if the dress fits, is
the seller’s story one she’s happy to be part of her
special day?
“I’m so excited to be hosting Second Chance Dresses
for TLC,” says Olivia. “Looking for and finding ‘the
one’ has to be the best part of wedding planning, and
there’s a whole world of dresses to be found if you look
at preloved. But as I’m finding out, it’s emotional and
sometimes stressful choosing the most special dress
you’ll ever wear, and in this show, there’s the added
pressure; how do you tell someone in their own home
that their dream dress isn’t for you?”
Clare Laycock, Head of TLC, Quest Red &
Investigation Discovery at Discovery Networks UK
& Ireland, said, “The second-hand bridal market is fast
growing amongst savvy shoppers looking for gorgeous
dresses, shoes and accessories. Second Chance Dresses
taps into this trend to uncover heartfelt and uplifting
stories, and help brides-to-be find their dream dress.
The brand-new series is the perfect addition to TLC’s
Friday Brideday programming and we’re delighted to
welcome back Olivia with her own series.”
TLC are looking for people to take part in Second
Chance Dresses. If you or someone you know is
getting married before September and needs help
finding a preloved dress, email apply@esnorth.tv.
The show will air on TLC,
which is available on Sky 125,
Virgin 167 and BT 323.
12
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Pronovias, the world’s leading luxury bridal company,
is pleased to announce the appointment of Amandine
Ohayon as its new Chief Executive Officer.
Amandine Ohayon brings experience from across
the entire luxury industry spectrum. She has led new
product launches, international brand development,
rapid store expansion, advertising, sponsorship,
events, and digital marketing/social media for some
of L’Oreal’s top luxury brands including Lancôme,
Kiehl’s, Armani and YSL. She was most recently
Managing Director for L’Oreal Luxe. In her role as
CEO of Pronovias, her mission will be to pursue the global
development of one of the world’s most prestigious bridal brands, and to continue
building on its strong reputation.
Amandine added, “I’m thrilled to lead Pronovias through the next new phase of its
development. I am passionate about the bridal sector and excited to put all my energy
and experience into supporting this iconic company.”
Go to our fashion feature ‘Your majesty’ on page 22 to view some of this season’s
Pronovias bridal gowns. For the full collection, visit www.pronovias.com

Something old,
something gold

Some traditions that had waned in
popularity in recent decades appear
to be making a comeback, according
to research by gadget and jewellery
insurance provider, Protect Your
Bubble. The tossing of the bridal
bouquet has risen in popularity in
the last few years, with 94% more
couples opting to fling the flowers in
the last five years than in the previous
five to 10, while, 71% more brides
chose to follow the custom of being
given away by their father.
The trends around rings appear to be
changing over time, too. Demand for
diamond engagement rings had been
in decline for a number of decades,
but in the last five years 145% more
couples opted for diamond rings than
five to 10 years ago.
Interest in gold and platinum rings
– a stereotypical staple for wedding
bands – had also dwindled in
recent years, but the number of
couples opting for bands made of
these metals rose 61% over the
same period.
James Brown, Director of Protect Your
Bubble, says, “Our research shows
that a significant number of traditional
rituals are bouncing back in popularity.
“Regardless of the stone or metal,
engagement and wedding rings are
bound to hold significant sentimental
value. To prevent potential upset
should anything happen to your ring
take out a comprehensive insurance
plan protecting from theft,
loss and damage.”
For insurance advice, go to the
website protectyourbubble.com

Love is a rollercoaster
As more and more people search for a unique location
for their special day, Dreamland Margate – Britain’s
vintage amusement park by the beach, has launched a
brand-new wedding offering.
The multi-faceted cultural attraction had a
complete design revamp in May 2017, which saw
the amusement park totally re-landscaped. With a
multitude of stylish and alternative venues available
and carefully designed food and beverage menus,
Dreamland provides an entirely bespoke experience
for brides, grooms and their guests.
Whether the wedding has four or 400 guests,
Dreamland’s spaces are versatile to suit a wide range
of tastes. The Grade II-listed Ballroom is licensed for
ceremonies, and all new areas for wedding receptions
and breakfasts in 2018 include the retro-style Green
Room with its banana-leaf design wallpaper, and the
Tree Top Bar – which, nestled amongst the trees,
offers panoramic views of the amusement park. Lesley
Ellard, Corporate Sales Manager at Dreamland said,
“Dreamland is a totally unique wedding venue and
stands apart from others in the level of flexibility
it offers. Couples who are looking for something
different have so many options here and their
experience is truly tailor-made.
We provide fun and quality, with the capacity to cater
for those who would like a classic seaside experience,
a festival fairground vibe, or a more traditional and
secluded environment. The park is a perfect alternative
backdrop for wow-factor wedding photographs
and the authentic vintage surroundings make it
really special!”
For more information, visit dreamland.co.uk/weddings
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Scarlett Heart

WEDDINGS & EVENTS

♥

THE COMPLETE PERSONAL PACKAGE
Our unique, bespoke package that includes
all of the following:

♥ Table Centre Pieces & Decorations
♥ Top Table Curtain. LED’s & Drapes
♥ Wedding Cake or Cupcakes
♥ Live Music All Day
♥ DJ With State of the Art Light & Sound
♥ White LED Starlite Dancefloor
♥ Room Uplighting
♥ 3 Hour Photo Booth inc. Images on USB
♥ Giant LED ‘LOVE’ Letters
♥ ‘MR & MRS’ Cakepop Wedding Favours
♥ Table Plan and Guest Place Cards
♥ Chocolate Fountain inc. 8 Dips
♥ Vintage Sweet Cart Loaded with Candy
♥ Vintage Wishing Well or Post Box

ONLY

£2,150

CHAIR COVERS
& SASHES OF
YOUR CHOICE

FREE

WITH THE FULL
PACKAGE

WWW.SCARLETTHEARTWEDDINGS.COM
MOB: 07445 690079 OFFICE: 01702 876 090
INFO@SCARLETTHEARTWEDDINGS.COM
Scarlett Hearts Wedding_FPA_AB26.indd 1
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Photography

the big

picture
P

For a supplier that combines
exceptional photography
and videography skills with
10 years’ industry experience
and unrivalled customer
service, look no further than
Paul Hubbard Photo & Video

aul Hubbard has been photographing
and filming big days for more than
10 years, adding up to approximately
1,000 weddings - making him one of
county’s most experienced – and widely
recommended – wedding photographers
and videographers.
With qualifications from not just one, but
all four major photography associations in
the UK (BIPP, MPA, RPS and SWPP) and
even international recognition in wedding
photojournalism from the WPJA, Paul
stands out as a leader in the wedding
industry. Paul says, “I think holding
the relevant qualifications in my field
demonstrates quality, professionalism and
dedication. It gives my clients peace of
mind too, knowing I follow the strict code
of conduct laid out by these professional
association bodies.”
Paul trained in both photography and
videography way back in 2005, ensuring
he could offer either service. This creates
a distinctive business model. If you book
both services with Paul, there’ll be two
professionals on the wedding day. After
the big-day, Paul will edit both the
wedding video and the photographs
himself, reducing the costs of a joint
package dramatically.
The personal touch is very important to
the photographer and videographer, and
he chooses to deal with each and every
client himself. If you receive an email it’s
from Paul, if you receive a phone call it is
from Paul. As demonstrated in his 10 years
of trading, he prides himself on customer
service, which has contributed to his
excellent reputation in the industry.
Paul works with each of his clients to offer
a blend of products and styles to ensure he
captures exactly what they’re looking for.
Depending on the service booked, each
couple will receive a website gallery, along

Paul h.indd 14

with video hosting, so they can share both
their video highlights and photographs with
family and friends.
Paul also uses some of the industry’s best
wedding albums and printing companies,
ensuring the highest quality products
possible are available to his clients. While
each of Graphic Studio’s wonderful
wedding albums comes with a 100-year
manufacturers’ warranty, he also uses
the UK’s top print lab to offer a fantastic
selection of after-sales options including
up to 20 different frame options for framed
enlargements, canvas wraps, box frames,
acrylic prints, presentation boxes, USB
sticks and much more. What more could
a couple ask for when it comes to their
precious big-day memories?
“We can offer either photography,
videography or the two services combined.
I deal with all my clients personally, from
the booking stage, right through to
product delivery, building a great
relationship with trust and ensuring your
requirements are fully met,” says Paul.
“My aim is to provide you with a selection
of images and or video footage that’s
unique and personal to you ensuring great
memories of your special day. Working
together, I shall record the beauty, the love,
the story, and all the emotions of your big
day. It’s about you, your venue, your loved
ones, your surroundings and your feelings,
and I’ll work with you to capture these in a
fun and artistic way.”
Paul has around 100 video sample clips
and 1,000s of wedding images available to
view online via Facebook, Youtube, Vimeo
and the company website’s blog. Find out
more by visiting www.paul-hubbard.co.uk.
For enquiries and bookings, contact Paul
Hubbard Photo & Video on 01787 461 336,
or via email info@paul-hubbard.co.uk
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Fashion

Through the

looking glass
Co-founder of leading London bridal boutique Mirror Mirror,
Maria Yiannikaris, invites us inside to talk couture, bridal
trends, the importance of dress research and Meghan Markle

Kissed by Rose cape by
Mirror Mirror Couture

What is you and
your business
partner Jane’s
background in
design, and what
led you into bridal
design and retail?
My mother trained in
embroidery and pattern-cutting in
Cyprus, and she was one of the most
skilled designers I’ve ever met. I grew up
napping in fabric rolls in her West-End studio,
where she’d always be making incredible
bespoke dresses for the likes of Diana Dors,
Ella Fitzgerald and Twiggy. Jane also shared a
love of dressmaking with her mother. We were
both at London College of Fashion, but at
slightly different times. She went on to have a
business career, before retraining as a nurse.
I met her through my brother, who she
went on to marry. At that time, I was on a
sabbatical after having worked with high-street
brands such as Topshop and Hennes. While
on this break, I was specialising in bespoke,
including a wedding-dress commission from
my bank manager’s daughter. I’d always been
a technician with an eye for fit, which lends
itself to bridalwear. Factor in using all of those
gorgeous materials, and I couldn’t go back to
making everyday clothes. Jane wanted to join
Annabella by Mirror Mirror Couture

me, and more than 28 years later we’re still
going strong. We both design, pattern cut and
buy, but she’s an exceptional forward planner
while I’m better at the marketing side.
How do you choose which
other bridal designers and
dresses you feel are right for
the boutique?
We buy mainly in Milan and Barcelona,
getting it done by April, and the dresses
arrive between September and November.
We specialise in international labels, such as
Pronovias, Yolan Cris, Nurit Hen, La Sposa
and Gemy Maalouf, because it gives us a point
of difference from our own couture collection.
We came to the ‘sexy’ dress revolution a little
late – we’re more traditional fuddy-duddies!
Offering a selection of niche dresses that aren’t
widely available is the aim. It gives our brides
more choice, particularly as in a city like
London you have to cater to a broad cultural
demographic. With our own dressmaking
skills, we can alter gowns for cultural
differences, say for a Jewish or Muslim bride.
In terms of fabrics and silks for our own pieces,
we have reps that come to us from France and
Italy, and an Indian embroiderer who comes to
us to help us create some magic. The Kissed by
Rose cape is now so popular that we’re getting
the material made so we can use it in dress and
skirt designs.
How would you describe the
Mirror Mirror bride?
We tend to attract a lot of our brides via word
of mouth - we’ve dresses a lot of sisters, which
has been so lovely. It’s never just one source
that brings them to us though; they’ll hear
about us through friends, then they’ll find
that we stock their favourite designers, then
they’ll see us on Instagram and Twitter, or
we’ll pop up in a magazine feature. They may
have also seen us on the Luxe Bride website
– it’s a group of like-minded bridal boutiques
scattered across the UK that have all been
proven to be offering a personal experience and

16
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Runis by Pronovias
Aurelia by Mirror
Mirror Couture

Rosewood dress and Helena
bolero by Mirror Mirror Couture

styling service in the hands of seasoned bridal
professionals. It’s a great guide to help find the
best, most trusted bridal boutiques.
Generally, our customer is someone who
appreciates the artisan experience and luxury
materials. The beauty of this boutique is
that as we create our own couture gowns in
store, we can offer something totally new,
or help get that fit right and make necessary
adaptations for brides wearing dresses by
other designers. With our longevity within
the industry, ladies who come to us have faith
in our ability.

Mirror Mirror photography courtesy of Julian Kavanagh

If you were to get married
again today, is there a dress
you have in stock that you’d
want to wear?
We stock Gemy Maalouf and I love Venice.
Its layers and detail are extraordinary, but it’s
still traditional enough for my taste.
Do you have a sense of what
trends we’ll be seeing in the
2019 bridal collections?
The current trend for sexier dresses will
continue into next year’s ranges, but there’s
also a bit of a demure revolt coming up.
Modest looks will be big, so high necklines
and sleeves are coming back, but still with a
bit of translucency.
Brides don’t really have to follow trends
anymore though; there’s never been more
choice when it comes to wedding gowns.
How would you dress Meghan
Markle for the royal wedding?
With that fantastic figure, I’d put her in slinky
crepe, but it would definitely need a long
train, mega veil or a spectacular cape for it to
be appropriate for such an occasion.

Is there a recent celebrity
bride that you think got their
big-day style spot-on?
Yes, Miranda Kerr in Dior – that was just
gorgeous, and actually rather modest.

Cressida by Eliza Jane Howell

What's your shopping advice
for brides-to-be?
Be open-minded about what you want. Brides
often come in for their appointment with
an idea of ‘the one’ in their head, but once
you start trying dresses on you might find
yourself going in a different direction. Before
you start trying gowns on, you have to ask
yourself ‘how do I perceive myself as a bride?’
It’s important to feel comfortable in your
dress. It’s also essential that it fits well – as
couturiers, we know that getting that perfect
fit adds to your confidence and how you
feel in your dress throughout the day. If you
have areas you want to cover up for whatever
reason, it’s important to consider these too.
You should also consider your venue, as we
find when we ask our brides about this, it
usually tells you a lot about their personality
and the vibe they’re going for – for example,
an informal woodland or outdoor wedding
might call for a more bohemian, laid-back
wedding dress.
It’s vital that you do a lot of research: talk to
friends, visit bridal websites, read wedding
magazines and zero in on collections you
like. However, you also have to be completely
honest with yourself – can you afford it?
Really look at that wedding budget clearly, as
then you’ll be prepared to get the best piece
possible for your price point.
Most importantly though, enjoy the
experience, as it’s a wonderful time of
excitement and with so much choice now, the
possibilities for brides are endless.

For enquiries and to book an appointment at Mirror Mirror,
go to www.mirrormirroruk.com

Venice by Gemy Maalouf

spring/summer 2018
Mirror Mirror.indd 17
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WEDDING CASTLE FOR YOUR SPECIAL OCCASION

Outdoor
& indoor
Love signs

Garden
games

Stunning backdrop for photos

Fun for adults and children

Tel: 07807 040360

www.leapinglilybouncycastlesessex.co.uk

018_AB28.indd 1
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Bear Friends

‘When I saw you I fell
in love, and you smiled
because you knew’
- William Shakespeare

Children’s wedding entertainment.

The Big day is here. Your dress
is beautiful and the Grooms
is very smart. Your cake is mo
uth
nerves are building up. Gue -watering and your
sts are at the ready and the
Hall is all lit up. But you seem
to have forgotten the mini
people running about.
Bear Friends are here so please
don’t stress out we take care
of the little ones while you
get Hitched up.
With our Great Stuffing ma
chine and over 30 16inch
teddies to choose from. Each
chi
away with a new friend, A wis ld builds and goes
hing star/Heart, Birth
Certificate and a Carry hom
e bag.
Then while adults party the chi
ldren have their
own Party with their new Bea
r Friend lots of Games
and prizes to be won.

You may want to get married in a location that is personal to the two of
you. Or you may have found the most perfect venue but the Registrar
isn’t available or they don’t hold a Civil Ceremony licence?
Being an Independent Wedding Celebrant I will write and conduct a
bespoke Ceremony to celebrate your love for each other incorporating
everything that is important to you.
My approach is simple, let’s get to know each other really well and find
out what you would like. You can have your Ceremony wherever you
choose, at any time and it will be entirely up to you how it flows. It can
reflect your personal beliefs and lifestyle, perhaps a fusion of faiths, a
themed affair or your take on a traditional Ceremony. Have your own
vows, ask guests to participate with readings, add prayers, music, decor
and anything else you fancy! I would be truly honoured to hear from you
and be involved in your special day.
♥ e: hello@bespokecelebrantceremonies.co.uk ♥ t: 07970 214510
♥ w: Bespokecelebrantceremonies.co.uk

Contact Bear Friends at Bear-Friends@hotmail.com
Telephone: 07506583366

Peter Minney
F.G Int.P.T MCMI

Professional ToasTMasTer & MasTer of CereMonies
Being a Fellow of the Guild of International Professional Toastmasters, Peter is focused on providing high quality
service and customer satisfaction - we will do everything we can to meet your expectations.
Your wedding day is one of the most memorable days of your life, so it is worth appointing a qualified Toastmaster to
ensure that everything possible will be done to make it memorable for all the right reasons.
UK Finalist and Regional Winner of the 2015, 5 Star Wedding Service Awards.
Awarded Toastmaster of the year 2016 by the Guild of International Professional Toastmasters

Celebrity presenter of the prestigious British Wedding Awards

Tel: 01245 472414 | Mobile: 07935 185354 | Email: peterminney@onetel.com

www.guildtoastmaster.com

please visit our Facebook, LinkedIn, and the video on www.vimeo.britishweddingawards2017

019_AB28.indd 1
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BESTSELLER

Mother dearest
Cream of Royston and sister store, Occasions
for Less, offer sophisticated head-to-toe looks
for mothers of the bride and groom

This Condici piece is Cream’s
bestseller this season. Coming in
rose, ivory, lemon, aqua, light green
shades, all colourways feature the
chic navy skirt. It’s being re-cut for
April delivery again in rose and
ivory. Available in sizes 6 to 24, it’s
a style that suits women of many
tastes and shapes.

00
20
Cream.indd 20

T

he big day is more than a proud moment
for the bride or groom’s mother; it’s also the
perfect opportunity to get dressed up! Aside
from the bride – naturally – all eyes will be on
the mums, so finding the right ensemble is an
absolute must.
Occasion boutique Cream of Royston has everything
a mother needs for her head-to-toe wedding-day
look. Having traded for 43 years, the store’s extensive,
colour-coordinated stock (essential for efficient
browsing) covers two floors. Outfits in sizes 6 to 24
are available, alongside all the necessary add-ons:
shoes, bags, hats, fascinators and lingerie. With
brands including Condici, John Charles, Ispirato
and Ann Balon, as well as less formal pieces from
Michaela Louisa, Frank Lyman and Gina Bacconi,
the collection caters for ladies dressing for formal
big-day celebrations, destination weddings and a
day at the races.
The boutique’s Sue Ross says, “Mothers typically
choose to coordinate with the wedding party. Many
brides set a colour scheme for the bridesmaids’
dresses and the men’s suit details, so it’s a good idea
to either match this or go for a chic contrast. It’s
also very important to be comfortable with what
you're wearing. A shift dress with a jacket is always
a popular choice, as you can take the jacket off in
the evening when things warm up. Elegant and
slightly understated always works and a hat should
complement the outfit. The boutique’s shoes and
bags are made in different heel heights in Spain

using beautiful leathers, while the Rainbow Club
pieces can be dyed to match the rest of the look.”
And it’s not just what’s on the outside that counts!
Sue reveals, “Whilst the outfit must be perfect for
the occasion, it’s important to have the correct
lingerie underneath, as this can alter the whole
look of a garment. Cream has a well-stocked
lingerie department, and designs can be tried with
the outfit. You’ll know you’ve found the perfect
outfit when the clothes, lingerie and accessories come
together perfectly for that all-important wow factor.”
Mothers usually purchase their outfits four to six
months before the event. Cream of Royston offers
a free alteration service on all full-priced outfits
purchased in store. A fitting is usually carried out one
month before the event to ensure a perfect fit.
Cream of Royston’s recently opened sale shop,
Occasions for Less has been well received. Located
across the street from the flagship store, it offers
mother-of-the-bride collections, hats and fascinators
on the first floor and daywear, eveningwear, shoes
and bags on the ground floor. All ranges are from
previous seasons, and all pieces are available at
fantastic prices.

Pay a visit

With something for everyone, why not
book an appointment?

Cream and Occasions for Less, John Street, Royston
Open 9.30am - 5pm, Monday to Saturday
01763 244 073 www.creamfashions.co.uk
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Established 42 years.











Condici John Charles Ispirato Cabotine Ann Balon
Cameron Blake Gina Bacconi Zeila Michaela Louisa Frank Lyman
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Christine’s
Occasion Wear

Martels Wedding & Events Village,
High Easter Road, Barnston, Essex, CM6 1NA

Beautiful Clothes for all Occasions.

Stunning outﬁts
and co-ordinating
accessories for
Mother of the Bride
and Groom and all
other Occasions
and Events

Zeila
Cabotine
Dress Code
Ispirato

Expert alteration service available to ensure
your purchase is the perfect fit.

01371 871500
www.christinesoccasionwear.co.uk
@christinesoccasionwear
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Royal photography courtesy of Getty Images
All royal photography courtesy of Getty Images

Your
majesty

With Meghan Mania reaching fever
pitch, why not take inspiration
from gowns of royal weddings
past for your dream dress?

Diuca by Pronovias www.pronovias.com
22
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At bridal
Peaches,
we can
off
offer
er you
a friendly,
professional
service
andSincerity
with
Peaches
range
consists
of designs
by Alfred
Angelo,
Bonny,
and
20 years
of experience,
we haveselection
the knowledge
expertise
you
Venus.
We also
have a specialised
of plusand
size
gowns, to
theensure
‘Unforgettable’
havebyallBonny
the information
youfor
need
when
looking
Bridal
Gown.
range
Bridal caters
brides
sized
18 tofor
34.your
With
dresses
in every
With a vastconceivable
range of styles,
sizes,
you
the opportunity
stylefabrics
we areand
sure
you’ll
behave
impressed!
to try a variety of gowns at aff
affordable
ordable prices.

Peaches Wedding Shop
92 The Stow, Harlow, Essex, CM20 3AP
Telephone 01279 414101
Email info@peachesweddings.co.uk
Opening hours:

Monday & Saturday: 10-5 Tuesday • Thursday & Friday: 10-4
Thursday & Friday:
Monday & Saturday: 10-5 | Tuesday, Thursday
Closed Wednesday • Closed Sunday
10-4 | Closed Wednesday and Sunday

www.peachesweddings.co.uk
023_AB28.indd 1
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Lacey

Kate

The Duchess’ Chantilly
showstopper was responsible for
the lasting resurgence of bridal lace

Astoria by Suzanne Neville
www.suzanneneville.com

Falling in Love by
Caroline Castigliano
www.carolinecastigliano.com

Monica by Temperley Bridal
www.temperleylondon.com
Theia by Naomi Neoh
www.naomineoh.com
24

Jasmin by Halfpenny
London
www.halfpennylondon.com

Kendall by Catherine Deane
www.catherinedeane.com
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Fashion
Sawyer by Alexandra Grecco
www.alexandragrecco.com

Embellished
Elizabeth

For the big day, adorn yourself like
the Queen with exquisite embroidery
or full-length shimmer

Treasure in Barley by Jenny Packham
www.jennypackham.com

Roxanne by Alan Hannah
www.alanhannah.co.uk

Charisma by Reem Acra
www.reemacra.com

Look 9 by Justin Alexander
www.justinalexander.com

Regina by Temperley Bridal
www.temperleylondon.com
spring/summer 2018
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BIRD’S BRIDAL
16, BROOMFIELD ROAD, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX
01245 348 749 | WWW.BIRDSBRIDAL.CO.UK

y
Beautiful Candy Carts decorated to match
your colour scheme...Wow your guests!

Candy Buffets, Sweetie Cakes, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts,
Luxury Fudge, Cake Pops, Cupcakes, Ferrero Rocher stands, Candy
Floss, Popcorn, Mini LOVE Letters, Themed Carts..

Covering Kent, London & Essex..
Bespoke prices for each client..
Carts decorated to match in with
your colour scheme..
FREE with every booking;
Wishing Well Postbox Hire, Mini
sweetie cake for your children/
guest, Personalised candy bags

krazy4cakesncandy@hotmail.co.uk
Facebook: @cakesncandyx

026_AB28.indd 1

T: 07722 069488

At Can I Do You A Favour? we specialise in bespoke
wedding stationery and favours. Choose from one
of our popular ranges or have something bespoke
designed for you. We can provide everything from save
the dates to thank you cards and match your colour
scheme or theme. Design consultations can
be arranged to discuss your requirements.

www.canidoyouafavour.com

26/03/2018 11:59

Here at Games4Gardens we know how important
it is keep the children (and adults) entertained during
the less formal part of your special day.
We have been supplying
garden games to happy
couples for many years and
have established an excellent
relationship with many
wedding venues in Essex.

Over 50
games
available

As a family run business we have the luxury of being able to
offer a highly personalised service at a very competitive price.
With over 50 giant and regular sized games available
we have something for everyone.

Contact Karen on 07443 643681

www.Games4Gardens.co.uk
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Simply Sweet Candy Co.
Simply Sweet Candy Co. will help you give your
wedding day that WOW factor

Create the ultimate memorable experience on your big day with our
beautiful rustic style ice-cream tricycle, serving delicious, locally sourced
Sundae style ice cream. Covering Essex, Suffolk and surrounding areas.

E-Mail: thesundaecycle@gmail.com
Telephone: 07921140540

Here at simply Sweet Candy Co, we are a family run business based on
the Essex coast. We cover Essex, Kent, Suffolk and surrounding areas.
Our aim is to work with you to help make your day a special one.
With our selection of stunning accessories to choose from, any one of them
will help add that special touch to your day.

Call 07787897755 Email simplysweetcandyco@hotmail.com
TheSundaeCycle

027_AB28.indd 1

www.simplysweetcandyco.co.uk
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Slinky

Iris by Halfpenny London
www.halfpennylondon.com

Charlene

Look to the Princess of Monaco’s
sleek silhouette and no-fuss
neckline for a timeless bridal look

Sasha by Sassi Holford
Fabienne by
Carolina Herrera
www.carolinaherrera.com

Manhattan by Caroline
Castigliano
www.carolinecastigliano.com
Carmel by Ian Stuart
www.ianstuart-bride.com
28

Style 8052 by Jesús Peiró
www.jesuspeiro.com
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Olivia by Sassi Holford
www.sassiholford.com

Dramatic
Diana
Make Lady Spencer’s
voluminous ’80s look current
with a fanciful full skirt and
modest bodice

Style 8022 by Jesús Peiró
www.jesuspeiro.com
Nashville by Ian Stuart
www.ianstuart-bride.com

Captivating by Reem Acra
www.reemacra.com

Faye by Carolina Herrera
www.carolinaherrera.com

Look 11 by Viktor & Rolf Mariage
www.viktor-rolf.com

spring/summer 2018
Fashion.indd 29
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G

Essex Bridal Hair & Makeup

Professional make up artist for your perfect day,
offering a relaxing, bespoke service
at your home or venue

G

BASED IN HERTFORDSHIRE

PHONE: 07775 434988
EMAIL: ELLIEWATTS@ME.COM

030_AB28.indd 1

We provide a high quality mobile hair and makeup service, ensuring you
look your best on your wedding day .
We cover the whole Essex area and provide our services for civil
partnerships, proms, anniversaries, parties and all special occasions.
To book the wow factor, contact us on;
email: dawn@essexbridalhairandmakeup.co.uk
mobile: 07518811918
www.essexbridalhairandmakeup.co.uk

26/03/2018 15:06

Do You Believe In Magic?

Can you imagine the most perfect Hair and Makeup?
Combining my flair for Hair and Makeup let me deliver
first class results for your wedding day.

opposite the main cream
shop, cream has all the
new lines and occasions
for less offers mother
of the bride outfits, hats
and fascinators on the
first floor and daywear,
eveningwear, shoes and
bags downstairs.
all at fantastic prices.
T. 01245 420563 E. gailgardnerweddings@gmail.com
gail.gardner.hair.and.makeup
gailgardner.weddinghair

GAILGARDNER.CO.UK

Brides By Emma.M brings the celebrity hair and makeup
experience to you. With over 10 years experience and having
worked on The Xfactor, Sky1, The Evening Standard,
London Fashion Week and with a multitude of brides,
Emma.M brings all her tips and tricks ceating the best
version of you on your wedding day!
Brides by Emma.M and the team create long lasting
flawless modern bridal hair and makeup looks at your
desired location in the Uk and beyond.
Contact Emma.M today!
07783979936 | emma@bridesbyemmam.co.uk
Instagram - bridesbyemmam
Website - Bridesbyemmam.co.uk

031_AB28.indd 1
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Martels Wedding & Events Village

Squad goals
M

Frock up with your favourite girls
with Martels Bridal Boutique’s
extensive collection



artels Bridal Boutique has long been
one of Essex’s ultimate shopping
destinations for brides-to-be, and with the
Save the date
arrival of a whole new haul of Beloved by
Chelmsford
City Racecourse
Casablanca bridal gowns from the US, its
Wedding Show
position as one of the county’s bridal must28th - 29th
visit spots continues to be secure.
April, 2018
The fresh line of elegant pieces from the renowned
Casablanca dress label are all available made to
order in bespoke styles, with mix-and-match tops and
bottoms that are interchangeable to suit each individual
brides-to-be’s specifications – perfect for women who
want a bespoke big-day look on a budget.
The dress store is also the area stockist for Australian
label Christina Rossi, as well as both Emma Bridals and
Emma Bridesmaids, offering beautiful brand-new madeto-measure gowns for both you and your favourite girls.
As well as having an extensive, on-trend designer selection,
Martels offers discounted showcase, on-trend wedding
dresses and hand-picked pre-loved gowns – all of which
can be purchased and taken away that day.
Ladies who are still dress-shopping: mark the 28th and
29th April in your calendars, as this is when the new
Beloved Casablanca capsule collection should be making an
exclusive appearance on the Chelmsford City Racecourse
Wedding Show catwalk. More than 20 of Martels’
to welcome brides-to-be who’ve visited before to come
exquisite wedding dresses, will be displayed at the event,
again to see the new Casablanca collection and experience
complemented by over 30 of the boutique’s gorgeous
all we have to offer in our wonderful space. We also have
bridesmaids, teen dresses and flower girl dresses.
a selection of beautiful wedding dresses and bridesmaid
Speaking about the shop’s range in the lead-up to this
dresses from Emma Bridals, as well as a range of Christina
exciting fashion showcase, Martels Bridal Boutique’s
Rossi dresses from Australia – all affordable and fabulous!
Director, Karen Lambert said, “At Martels Bridal Boutique
“Martels Wedding & Events Village has more than 20
we pride ourselves on our fun and relaxed approach to
companies all under one roof too, so come to the
business. Our team is knowledgeable, experienced, caring
boutique, but shop for everything else you need from
and thoughtful. Any bride that gets her dresses from us
friendly and professional suppliers – it’s like a wedding
has a great, stress-free shopping experience. We’d love
department store!”
For more information
To find out more about Martels Bridal Boutique and make enquiries or appointments, call
01371 871 969, email hello@martelsbridal.co.uk or visit the website www.martelsbridal.co.uk
MartelsEventsVillage
@Martelsbusvill
@martelseventsvillage
32
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Tina’s Pretty Pieces
TM Catering Hire
Truly, Gladly, Sweetly

Why not join us
at one of our
wedding fayres?
Held every 6 weeks
- it’s a great way
to meet all our
suppliers

www.martelsevents.co.uk | 01371 871969

Wear Me

Martels Bridal Boutique
Christine’s Occasion Wear
COO Jewellers
Dapper chaps men’s formal wear
The Lingerie Room

Entertain Me

Evolution Discos
Evo inflatables
Zoe Alexandria - Pianist

Help Me
Martels Wedding & Events Village, High Easter
Road, Barnston, Essex, CM6 1NA

Eat Me

Jennifer Cakes
Dukes Kitchen
Premier Crew Hospitality

Hire me/Buy Me

Alison White Wedding Flowers
Evo Event Hire
London Stansted Wedding Cars
Shotton Photography
Red Carpet Video

The Essex Events Company
Rebecca Beecham Travel Counsellors

Please see our website for more information on the companies based at Martels

Martels_FPA_AB28.indd 1
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Engagement Rings

The
rules of

engagement
+

www.jesuspeiro.com

Royal circles

Prince Harry designed his fiancée and bride-of-the-moment, Meghan
Markle’s engagement. The stunning central diamond was sourced
from Botswana, and the two surrounding stones belonged
to Harry’s late mother, Princess Diana. Jewlr’s replica ring,
The Duchess starts from £124 and is
available in a range of precious
metals, with gemstones both
genuine and simulated.
Sterling silver is proving
more popular than yellow
gold with the e-tailer’s
customers, and it has found many
customers customise the design
with coloured gems.
The popular online fine-jewellery
destination’s founder, Tony Davis says,
“Within minutes of Harry and
Meghan’s photo-call going live, we experienced a
huge influx of searches for three-stone rings. Due to
our production methods, we can turn designs around
extremely quickly, and once online, products can be

As if getting on bended knee
wasn’t daunting enough, your
beloved now has Prince Harry’s
romantic rocks to compete with!
Here’s some advice from the
industry insiders at the forefront
of the wedding jewellery trends
to ensure that you and your own
prince charming find the right ring

created and shipped to customers
within days. We already
know that Meghan is
one of the most influential
celebrities for driving our sales in the UK, but
it’s remarkable to see the same effect with a
traditional engagement ring. Interestingly, we
had as many female customers as male for this
Duchess ring, which could mean there’s a new
trend for women buying engagement styles as a
fashion accessory.
“Following the great success of the Duchess ring,
we decided to create a replica of Princess Eugenie’s
engagement ring, due to our UK customers’ demand for royal lookalike
styles. Luckily, our production technology allows us to create replicas
in record time and offer UK customers something near identical to
what they see royals wearing. With an exciting year
ahead for the royal family, we look forward to seeing
more of their jewellery choices at public appearances
and weddings.”
Visit www.jewlr.co.uk for more engagement ring styles.

Victorian sentiment

The London Victorian Ring Company, which experienced unprecedented sales of Art Deco rings following Pippa Middleton’s
engagement, is preparing for an influx of enquiries for its three-stone yellow gold engagement ring – a similar trilogy design
to Meghan’s exquisite ring, retailing at £3,450.
Deborah Jones, a partner at London Victorian Ring Company commented, “The journey with creating your own future family
heirloom starts with gemstones that have meaning for the couple. A classic trilogy ring symbolises the past,
present and future of the couple. By combining the diamonds from Princess Diana’s collection and a sourced diamond from
today, Prince Harry has reinforced this tradition in the most romantic of ways.
“When diamonds are ethically sourced and also have attachments to loved ones, this creates an engagement ring that will
be treasured for generations. We also love the use of yellow gold, a metal that has been used for thousands of years and
brings warmth to the ring.”
To view more rings from the label, go to www.london-victorian-ring.com
34
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Jeweller Julia
Cook’s guide to
engagement-ring
shopping

Alternative rocks

Julia Cook, independent jewellery designer and owner of the Branch on the Park
jewellery boutique in London, says, “As a fairly non-traditional Goldsmith and a
lover of coloured gems, I often have customers coming to me for a more unusual
ring, preferring a gorgeous coloured jewel to a white diamond. There are so many
amazing coloured stones to choose from. However, while gems like sapphires make
great alternatives, bear in mind that some aren’t hard enough so to be suitable for
engagement rings. Sapphires come in so many stunning colours other than traditional
dark blue and are super-sparkly and hard wearing. I’m particularly fond of lilac and
green sapphires. It’s lovely to see a pinky-orange stone – which is a Padparadscha
Sapphire – in Princess Eugenie’s engagement ring. It’s one of the world’s rarest and
most majestic stones, as well as one of the most expensive sapphires. Coloured gems
don’t always have to be super expensive and often a great alternative if you don't want
the expense of a white diamond. Tourmalines are an incredible stone and come in a
huge variety of colours. Spinels are also a great option, coming in an array of sunny
colours. Emeralds are always popular choices, but can exceed the price of a diamond.”
Go to www.branchonthepark.co.uk to view Julia’s engagement ring designs.

+

 Do your research.
Whether you are buying
a ready to wear sparkler
or approaching a
jeweller to create your
own bespoke ring, it’s
important to find the
right supplier to ensure
that they understand
exactly what you want.

 If you're buying a surprise engagement
ring, make sure you know his or her style.
What kind of metals, colours, gemstones
and style do they like? Do they like a
contemporary design or perhaps more of
an antique feel? Asking her friends, sister,
mother is always a good call. Bespoke
wise, do you already have an old piece of
jewellery you want to recycle or antique
stones you want to re-work and use in
creating a new piece? Don’t forget, the
process of making a bespoke ring from
scratch can take weeks, sometimes months.
 Think about budget before you start
shopping and don’t get too carried away
with the size of the stone or about trends
too much. Cost, lifestyle, suitability,
personality and practicality should all
be considered.

True colours

Gemporia founder, Steve Bennett, says, “Over the past year we’ve noticed
coloured gemstones gaining in popularity as an alternative choice to diamonds.
Recent numbers show 40% of Gemporia engagement rings sold feature
coloured gemstones, which is an increase of 15% from the previous year. The
top alternative jewels include emeralds, tanzanites, rubies and sapphires. In
most cases, they offer a far more affordable option than diamonds.
“Following the news of Princess Eugenie’s engagement, we saw an incredible
1,150% increase in customers coming to our website looking for Padparadscha
Sapphires. This particular variation of sapphire is very rare and hard to come by,
making it a very special choice of engagement ring.”
Find more ring options on www.gemporia.com

 Remember the three Cs: carat, clarity and
colour. Diamonds vary in price massively so
it’s great to see what you can get for your
money. I’ll always show clients a selection
of stones initially so they understand
what to expect. Coloured stones such as
sapphires are also becoming more and
more popular as they’re harder-wearing
and often more affordable but still have
the wow factor.
 Be creative with colour and shape.
The ring doesn’t have to be all about white
diamonds. I specialise in using mixed
metals, yellow gold and unusual and
natural gemstones. Smokey grey and black
diamonds with yellow gold enhances the
colours and brings a beautiful warmth to
the piece. Look at rose-cut or old-cut white
diamonds – they’re a particular favourite of
mine because their larger facets can give
the ring a vintage feel.

spring/summer 2018
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Wedding Car Hire in Clacton-on-Sea &
Surrounding Areas of Essex
We supply luxury and classic cars for the
most important day of your life, making it
a truly memorable occasion.

 Luxury Wedding Transport  Executive Hire
 Prom Cars  Chauffeur Driven Wedding Cars
 Theatre Trip Transport  Race Day Transportation
07715 663 358 | luxuryandclassicweddingcar.com
luxuryandclassicweddingcars@hotmail.com

If you are looking for a vintage wedding vehicle but want
something a little different, our beautiful 1967
VW camper van is perfect.
The neutral colour and bespoke interior complements
any colour scheme, making an ideal backdrop for
your wedding photography.

Tel: 077452 58606
Email: dipdubweddings@gmail.com
www.dipdubs.com

Lewis Car Hire
Arrive in style on your special day

1960’s Rolls Royce Silver Cloud

Daimler DS420

Rolls Royce Silver Shadow

Regent Landaulette

Contact Lewis Car Hire anytime for further information.
Tel: 01702 548858 | Mob: 07960335048 | Roger.lewiscarhire@gmail.com | www.lewiscarhire.co.uk
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VINTAGE DREAMS
Essex & Suffolk Wedding Cars

Proms, Weddings and Special Occasions
Winner of several awards

Milly and Lilly can each carry up to seven people

Watch our video on the website • www.vintagedreams.co.uk
www.colchesterweddingcars.com • www.essexandsuffolkweddingcars.co.uk

01206 212 443 • 07973 440 819

Wedding Cars of Herts
Luxury Wedding Cars for your Special Day

DIAMONDFUNCASINO
Diamond Fun Casino provide unique entertainment
to put the wow into your wedding.

 Luxurious casino tables
 Full length magic
mirror booth

 Vintage photo booth
 Selfie pod

 8 Lane giant Scalextric
 Giant garden games
 Vegas Gold Cup
Horse Race

 Giant buzzer



Phone: 01438 717007
Email: weddingcarsofherts.ds@gmail.com
weddingcarsofherts
weddingcarsofherts.co.uk
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PLEASE CONTACT US
FOR MORE DETAILS
www.diamondfuncasino.co.uk
info@diamondfuncasino.co.uk
Tel : 01376 325199 or 07883 010494
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Real Wedding

How carly &
joseph said

“I do ”

Carly, 27 and Joseph, 31 chose to
wed in the picturesque yet relaxed
surrounds of Gaynes Park

J

oe and I met at work and got together after a very cliché
Christmas-party romance. We soon realised we loved each
other’s company and had lots of shared interests, so it just
grew from there.

After four years together, Joe proposed to me on his 30th
birthday. It came as a total surprise as I’d had no idea he was
planning anything! I came home from work to a house full of
candles, John Legend playing in the background and Joe down on
one knee. Afterwards we had dinner in our favourite restaurant
with both of our families, then a huge joint 30th and engagement
party the next weekend, before flying out to Dubai on holiday. It
was perfect, he couldn’t have planned it any better.

38

St Laurence church is a place that’s very important to my
family and close friends. When we decided to have a church
wedding, it wasn’t a difficult decision. As for Gaynes Park, we
both loved it as soon as we drove up to it. We were both keen on
the idea of a barn for the reception; a setting that’s pretty but not
too over-the-top. It was just perfect for us. The venue grounds are
lovely, so we hoped having a June wedding would mean we could
make the most of it all. We were lucky, as it ended up being a
lovely, hot day.

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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The food and staff at Gaynes Park were amazing.
Unfortunately, organisation isn’t one of my strong points
so I already knew I was going to need all the help I could
get! I loved the idea of being able to enjoy the build-up
to our day and not worry too much about the tiny
details, as they would have it all under control. We
dropped everything off to our designated planner at the
venue, Natasha, the day before and everything was set
up just as we described when we arrived the next day.
My sister Alicia was my maid of honour and my
cousin’s little girl, Skye was my flower girl. They both
wore white; Alicia wore a strapless, fitted dress which looked
amazing on her. We had an idea of the style we both liked so
ended up getting it made as we couldn’t find one like it anywhere!
We had an acoustic singer during the reception drinks and dinner
and then a DJ in the evening. The song Joe proposed to me to, John
Legend’s All of Me, was our first-dance song and we gave the DJ a list
of our favourite songs that we thought everyone would like. Our singer
Johnny B was incredible, everyone loved him!
On the day, we both felt overwhelmed and excited but most of all,
we were so happy. Everyone says that their wedding is the best day
of their lives and it really does live up to those expectations! The main
highlights were seeing each other at the altar, the speeches and just
celebrating with everyone we love the most, it’s an amazing feeling.
We’d advise other couples to do as much preparation in advance as
possible, so you’re free to get excited about the day rather than be
stressed! Enjoy every minute and take it all in.

spring/summer 2018
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Real Wedding

Carly and Joseph’s

Little Black Book
Bride’s dress: Pronovias www.pronovias.com
Bride’s shoes: Jimmy Choo www.jimmychoo.com
Hair: Sarah Hare (bride’s friend)
Make-up: Kayleigh Hawkins (bride’s friend)
Maid of honour dress: LilyMaeRose Dressmakers
www.facebook.com/LilyMaeRoseDressmakersLtd
Flower girl dress: Next www.next.com
Groom’s suit: Dress2Kill www.dress2kill.com
Venue: Gaynes Park www.gaynespark.co.uk
Catering: Galloping Gourmet
www.gallopinggourmet.co.uk
Cake: Bridie’s Cakes www.bridies-cakes.co.uk
Macaron tower: Love and Confection Fountains
www.facebook.com/loveandconfectionfountains
Flowers: Bride’s aunt
Décor: Mediterranean Occasions
www.mediterraneanoccasions.co.uk
Stationery: Angels Creations
www.angelscreations.co.uk
Transport: Essex Wedding Cars
www.essexweddingcars.co.uk
Guest transport: Routemaster
www.routemasterhire.com
Singer: Johnny B www.johnnybsinger.co.uk
DJ: DJ Gems www.djgems.com
Photography: Gavin Conlan Photography
www.gavinconlanphotography.com
40
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Barn owl wedding ring deliveries

With the Imperial Bird of Prey Academy!

Add a bit of magic
to your wedding!
Our expertly trained barn owls
will provide a majestic entrance,
flying down the aisle to
the bride and groom.
With over 300 successful wedding
ring deliveries our barn owls are
sure to make your wedding day
even more unforgettable.

For more details, please contact us by email:
faith@imperialbirdofpreyacademy.com
or call on 01268 520176

focusbooth.co.uk is a family run business, we
provide photobooths to over 300 events per year
including magic mirror, inflatable booths, open air,
gif pix and the new selfie wizard. We also supply
giant LED letters and hearts.

07958 537 277
info@focusbooth.co.uk

focusbooth.co.uk
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Venue
Venues
styling

Setting the tone
Dress your venue space to fit your wedding theme
with these enchanting styling ideas

Blasts from the past

Locate to Create has an eclectic
portfolio of props and furniture that
will give your venue an original twist.
Understanding that every couple wants
a memorable big day, the team believes
that it’s often those finer details and
quirky personal touches that makes a
wonderful wedding truly unforgettable.
This ethos is reflected in a product
list which covers a wide range of
potential wedding themes – vintage
suitcases, swing boats, butter churns
and Rococo-inspired frames barely
scratch the surface of the
company’s vast collection.
Tasked with transforming
your Pinterest boards
into reality, the Locate to
Create team prides itself
on its ability to deliver a
truly bespoke service.
Whether your wedding
takes place in a tipi or
manor house, there’s

Keep it sweet

something for every couple.
The young business has a very flexible
approach to the services it’s able to
offer for weddings, providing both
venue styling and prop hire, with a clear
specialism in vintage items. Locate to
Create has provided props at some of
the most prestigious venues including
the Natural History Museum and
Banqueting House.   
Call Locate to Create on 07718 140
217 or email hello@locatetocreate.
com to discuss your wedding theme.
Check out more of its diverse props
on Instagram (@locatetocreate)

With a background in social and corporate event
planning, it’s little wonder Karen has found success
with her event hire and confectionery business. After
18 months of organising her own big day, she realised
that her creative flare and eye for design made
wedding and party props an ideal next step. The
varied selection of furniture and products on offer
at Karen’s Occasions the kind of little touches that
guests will notice and have everyone talking about
your special day months later.
The charming Candy Carts and Ferris Wheels will
cater for many a sweet tooth at the reception, and
can be decorated to complement your theme. The
company also specialises in Sweet Trees, which can
really add a point of difference to your centrepieces
or confectionery table. Other sugary flourishes come
in the form of the Ferrero Roche heart – a perfect
42

sign to accompany the Candy Carts or sweet
table – and the Doughnut Wall, which offers a great
backdrop for the wedding cake or desserts display. If
you’re looking for a novel way to present your drinks
reception, look no further than the all-new prosecco
and Champagne cart bar.
In terms of event furniture, the company offers a
variety of shabby-chic and winsome vintage pieces –
such as the Boston post box, library ladders, console
tables, blackboards and folding door – which are
sure to make your guests swoon. However, if smaller
feature items are more your style, Karen’s Occasions
boasts a fine array of props, from bird cages and
mirrors to lanterns and easels.
Browse the business’ pretty products online at
www.karensoccasions.co.uk and for specific
enquiries, email sales@karensoccasions.co.uk –
or even better, see the props in the flesh at the
Karen’s Occasions boutique in Wickford, Essex.

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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G

 Furniture Hire  Candy Cart Hire  Prosecco/Champagne Cart Hire
 4 FT LOVE and Mr and Mrs Letter Hire  Sweet Trees  Donut Wall Hire
 Ferris Wheel Hire  Door Bows  Cupcakes/Wedding Favours

Please visit our website for further details www.karensoccasions.co.uk

G

G

Daydreamers
Events

Bespoke wedding styling, tailor made packages, perfect for every occasion.

PLEASE CONTACT REBECCA:

Mobile: 07837 798288 | Email: rebecca@daydreamersevents.co.uk
Website: daydreamersevents.co.uk | Facebook: @daydreamersforalloccasions
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t
Cheryls Flowers
t

Bespoke flower services

Exqusite designs to make any special
occasion perfect in every way...

t

Your wedding deserves simply... the best
and I can help! Whether you are going
for a grand gathering or a small intimate
day with close friends and family, Cheryl’s
Flowers can offer stunning flowers for all
styles, budgets and themes to WOW you
and your guests on your special day.

Kg

Bespoke

FLOWERS

KG BESPOKE FLOWERS IS AN INDEPENDENT
FLORIST BASED IN THE HEART OF ESSEX.
WE OFFER:
 GIFT FLOWERS
 WEDDING DESIGNS  SPECIAL OCCASIONS
 SYMPATHY CORPORATE  FIZZ & FLOWERS
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Church
Lane,
Toppesfield,
Halstead,
examples of the beautiful creations I have worked hard to create for my many clients over the years. Essex,CO9 4DS

T:

19
Church Lane, Toppesfield,
Mobile: 07929 857 646 Email : sales@cherylsflowers.co.uk
Halstead, Essex, CO9 4DS

19 Church Lane, Toppesfield, Halstead, Essex,CO9 4DS
07929
857
646
Mobile:
07929
857E:
646sales@cherylsflowers.co.uk
Email : sales@cherylsflowers.co.uk

cherylsflowers.co.uk

cherylsflowers.co.uk
cherylsflowers.co.uk

T: 07472288702 | E: info@kgbespokeﬂowers.com

WWW.KGBESPOKEFLOWERS.COM
@KGBESPOKEFLOWERS

From contemporary to traditional, from intimate
to more formal, Amega Fleur can oﬀer you a truly
personal service and style that will make
your wedding as individual as you are.

Tel: 07791 788 252
Email: felicity@amegaﬂeur.co.uk

amegaﬂeur.co.uk
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Myrtle & Mint
FLOWERS

Sarah

FLORIST

Diamant

Wedding Flowers
Elegant bespoke floral designs with a classic French touch.

UNIQUE, QUINTESSENTIALLY BRITISH,
WEDDING FLORAL DESIGN.

01473 218 799 | enquiries@myrtleandmint.com
www.myrtleandmint.com

www.sarahdiamantflorist.com
+44 (0)7578 472 474
enquiries@sarahdiamantflorist.com

We are professional florists with a passion for our work, inspired from nature to
art and fashion. We offer bespoke designs to make your day unique
Follow Us On Instagram
GLfloraldesigns
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Find Us On Facebook
GLfloraldesigns

Call us:
Giedre - 07889 553214 Lina - 07828 174801
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Fashion

Allure of Lavender earrings,
£19 | Glitzy Secrets

Chatsworth dress coat,
£279 | Ted Baker

Get mum
in on
the act
Ariana sequin clutch,
£45 | Accessorize

Sterling silver &
peridot Orissa
bracelet, £75 |
Dower & Hall

Blush satin
dress, £80 |
Lipsy

Peach bridesmaid
dress, £120 |
Little Mistress

Lovey Dovey furry
slides, £60 | Dune

The
perfect
gift for
your
girls

Mia dress, £149 |
Fenn Wright Manson

Peach Passion
earrings, £19 |
Glitzy Secrets

Lilac embellished dress,
£50 | Dorothy Perkins

Amalfie court
shoes, £80 |
Dune

Softly
Softly
For an ultra-feminine
bridal party, dress your girls
in sweet pastel shades

Christy Bloom
maxi dress, £250 |
French Connection
Boholuxe
bridesmaid

Lemon Dream
pendant, £15 |
Glitzy Secrets
Fluffy trim sandals,
£42 | Kaleidoscope

Paper Dolls Bardot dress,
£62 | Little Mistress

Saphrun
strappy heels,
£120 | Ted
Baker
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Hombre shoes,
£72 | Office

Bemberrs clutch, £65 | Dune

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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Fashion

Tie the Knot SS18 collection | Ted Baker

Dahrlin heels,
£150 | Ted Baker
Sterling silver &
opal Twinkle drop
earrings, £125 |
Dower & Hall

Jag headpiece,
£130 | Awon
Golding

Bowina satin clutch, £65 | Ted Baker

Crystal sling-back
kitten heels,
£80 | Dune

Available
in eight
shades

Misty Rose earrings,
£18 | Glitzy Secrets

Florette Tulle skirt, £79 | Monsoon

Colour-block sling-back court
shoes, £42 | Kaleidoscope

Styles JP1003, JP1005 and JP1006, £250-270 |
Jenny Packham for Dessy Group

STOCKISTS: Accessorize uk.accessorize.co.uk | Awon Golding www.awongold.com | Dower & Hall www.dowerandhall.com | Dessy Group uk.dessy.com |
Dorothy Perkins www.dorothyperkins.com | Dune www.dunelondon.com | Fenn Wright Manson www.fennwrightmanson.com | French Connection
www.frenchconnection.com | Glitzy Secrets www.glitzysecrets.com | Kaleidoscope www.kaleidoscope.co.uk | Little Mistress www.little-mistress.com
| Monsoon uk.monsoon.com | Office www.office.co.uk | Ted Baker www.tedbaker.com
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Beautiful Hire
Items & Venue
Styling Service

Illuminated Signs  Seating P lans & Easels  Dance Floors
Chair Decor  Vintage Crockery  Tables & Chairs  Candelabras
Garden Games  Luxury Linens  Card Post Boxes
Umbrellas.. . Go on, take a peek!
Visit our website  www.l ovelyweddingtouches.c o.uk
Email: info@lovelyweddingtouches.c o.uk
P hone: 07970 214510 ♥f Find us on Facebook  search for Lovely Wedding Touches

Specialising in modern floral design and balloon artistry.
Our talented, friendly team at Louise Flower Designs, strive
to fulfil all your requests and requirements, making
your special day carefree and memorable.
T 01727 620101 E louise@ives.gb.net

www.louiseflowerdesigns.co.uk

YOUR DAY.
YOUR VISION.
YOUR STYLE.
At Creations For You, we plan bespoke designs and
manage all types of events for clients, we create packages
to suit all types of budgets, we can bring your vision to life.
We pride ourselves in making brides and grooms wishes
turn into reality.
Our Range of wedding decor are available to hire,
providing quality products that are affordable.

Adding the “WOW!” factor
to your big day!
07939 804781
www.creationsforyou.co.uk
@creationsfor youevents
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www.thevintagebar.co.uk

The Vintage Bar is a beautiful and unique mobile bar built into the back of a
stunning 1950s style teardrop caravan! Our bespoke service means you can
have the perfect bar to suit your wedding. We can offer drinks receptions, table
wine, cocktails (with a complementary tasting session!) & so much more!
For any enquiries please contact James on 07484 133603
or email us at: thevintagebar@outlook.com

Bubbly
Bars
Making your party pop!
Bubbly Bars is a family run mobile bar company based in the Essex area.
We offer a variety of bar hiring services, which can include:
N Bartenders N Cocktail Menus N Welcoming Drinks N Draught Beer
And much more! We cater to the needs of your event specifically, and pride ourselves in our
individuality and adding the finishing touches to your event. We cover all types of events
from Weddings to Garden Parties, Baby Showers to Christmas do’s.
Telephone: 07815617760 / 01376328082 N Email:bubblybars@outlook.com
www.bubblybars.org N
Bubbly Bars bubbly_bars
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Entertainment

Make this a night to remember
Combining event experience, top notch function services, endless
choice and attractive prices, SPJ Events can create your dream wedding

W

ant to make your wedding go with a
bang, but not sure where to start when
it comes coordinating all the reception
fun? If you want a big-day bash with great music and
a dancefloor worthy of your best moves, look no
further than SPJ Events: the holy grail of stress-free
wedding entertainment, marquees and production.
Even though the company boasts more than 20
years’ experience as wedding function specialists,
its team never stops refining and perfecting its
second-to-none services. Operating in London,
Hertfordshire, Kent, Essex and the broader southeast region, it endeavours to provide the highestquality event production facilities at competitive
prices, with tailored packages to suit all budgets.

LET THEM ENTERTAIN YOU

Whether you’re looking for an all-day or evening
DJ package or a live performer, SPJ Events can help
you find the sound you’d like. DJ packages start
from £625 and can include LED uplighters and
white sparkly dance floors as well as our events
management. The gamut runs from the more
intimate Silver DJ Package – features including
an informal compere, music throughout, a DJ,
rear DJ up-lights, a black DJ booth, a professional

sound system and two intelligent disco lights – to
the ultimate all-day experience, the Titanium DJ
Package, comprising an informal compere, music
throughout the day, a DJ, a white DJ booth with
backdrop, a large white LED dancefloor with
225-person capacity, enhanced room lighting,
custom computer-controlled lighting system, a dry
ice and confetti show – a powerful 4kw sound
system, 10 intelligent disco lights, custom Mr &
Mrs names projected onto dance floor, four LED
poseur tables, twin 50-inch LCD screens and
cake pin spotting.
Phew! Even if you’re looking for something in
between there are also Gold, Diamond, White
and Platinum options, which all offer the key
event essentials with a few extras to ensure your
wedding night is truly unforgettable. Due the evergrowing popularity of silent discos, SPJ Events is
now offering a package that will include this as part
of your reception, alongside a classic ‘loud’ DJ set,
complete with all the necessary headphones and
three music channels.

STAGE PRESENCE

Want to liven up the reception atmosphere with a
live music? Your wish is again SPJ Events’ command
with the Performance package, which combines the
Gold DJ Package with added lighting and a stage fit
for your chosen act. Once you have the foundations
of your celebration in place, why not add some
occasion-appropriate wow factor by enlisting some
of the company’s décor add-ons, such as fairy lights,
drapings, backdrops, chair dressing or table centres?

COMPLETE COVERAGE

SPJ Events’ Complete Wedding Solution package,
which starts from £175 per person (based on 100
people), having a marquee wedding is both chic and
affordable. You and your partner can choose every
element of your day to fit your budget and fully
personalise your experience. The package includes
a clear-span or traditional marquee, décor, furniture,
DJ entertainment, catering, drinks/bar hire, toilets,
power, full event planning and delivery staff.
For bookings, enquiries and non-obligation site visit meetings, call 01920 464 726, email info@spjuk.com or visit the website www.spjuk.com
50
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White L.E.D. Dance Floors /
Large 'LOVE' Letters / Special Effects
T: 07831232322 / 01992 554719
E: info@howardneildiscotheques.co.uk

www.howardneildiscotheques.co.uk
WEDDING SPECIALISTS
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Wedding cakes

An extra slice

With the advent of The Great British Bake Off, wedding-cake
expectations have never been higher. We speak to three of the
south-east’s to talk tiers, trends and most importantly, taste

Kornpreya Emery, Jip’s Cakes
What inspires your spectacular designs?
I get inspiration for my wedding cakes from
many sources, such as wedding dresses, flowers,
patterns on fabric, home décor items, and of
course, the couple themselves! This means I
could reference how they met or maybe their
favourite place to go – this plays an important
part in my cake designing. I’d say that every cake
I make is a bespoke one, although couples will
often choose a previous design from my portfolio
and then add personalisation such as initials,
figurines of themselves, their pets, or even
favourite cartoon characters.
What details are proving popular for wedding
bakes at the moment?
Current wedding cake trends include marbling,
metallic colours, drip effect, geometric patterns
and ombre watercolour effect. I like to use
marble effect on the fondant, adding minimal
metallic paint on the waves of marble. Metallic
tones can also be used in flowers, leaves or on
the actual covering fondant itself. I also love
geometric patterns on a cake. As they’re uniform
in shape, they add strength and a modern,
elegant look to the cake.
Do you have a favourite wedding cake style at
the moment?
My signature wedding-cake style is a balanced
combination of classic and modern. While I
prefer to cover the cakes with fondant icing –
with crisp edges – I don't always stick to white or
ivory as the background colour. I often use lace
effects and delicate sugar flowers on the cake.
Which flavours are
most popular?
I offer a range of
scrumptious cake
flavours including
vanilla, chocolate,
lemon, carrot with
cinnamon, red velvet
with salted caramel,
coconut-lime, and
blueberry-white
chocolate. Carrot
cake and lemon
cake were the
52

favourites two years ago. This year, I’d have to say
the red velvet with salted caramel or blueberrywhite chocolate flavours are most popular with
our clients.
How many consultations do you normally
have with your wedding clients?
I arrange one consultation per couple. They’re
invited to my kitchen for tea or coffee and to try
cake samples and deliberate over the flavours. We
also discuss the cake design, with me suggesting
different styles, techniques and colours that could
be put together to create their dream wedding
cake. My clients can contact me at any time to
discuss their requirements and answer any new
questions that come up along the way.
How long does it normally take to make a
wedding cake?
In general, it takes a couple of hours from
gathering all details and requirements to come up
with sketches and a design. However, executing
the design can take anything up to four days for
a complex, multi-tiered, edible work of art.
What have been the most extravagant wedding
commissions you’ve ever had?
I made a four-tier cake – which is equal to 175
servings – for a lovely couple, Siné and Kiran
back in 2016. They chose to go with one of my
signature designs requiring a lot of fine handpiped detail. It took a very long time to complete
but it was incredible even if I do say so myself!

For more details or enquiries, call 01279 817
320, email jipscakes@gmail.com and visit
www.jipcakes.co.uk
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Beautiful Bespoke
Wedding Cakes

07917 272 529 jipscakes@gmail.com

www.jipscakes.co.uk

10%
DISCOUNT

on cakes with
four plus
whole cheeses

Quote
AB28

Chocolate ﬁlled luxury table favour gifts to
enhance your special day

Tel: 0845 9000 543
www.thechocolatefavourbox.co.uk
info@thechocolatefavourbox.co.uk
TheChocolateFavourBox
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Wedding cakes

Becky Skinner, Skinner’s Delight
How do you develop your cake designs?
As I aim to be a bespoke cake artist, I don’t
have a specific range of designs to choose
from; if the customer can think of it then I
want to make it! Sadly, it's not very often that
I get approached to have something totally
bespoke. More often than not a bridal couple
will come to me with photos of designs they’ve
seen, it’s then a case of amending that design
to bring the features of the day into the cake.
My favourite customers are the ones who have
a couple of ideas they want incorporated into
a design but perhaps haven't looked at any
pictures yet, allowing me to guide and design
for them.
Do your designs reflect current wedding
cake trends?
I think all my cake designs feature trends of the
moment, whether it’s geometric, has ruffles or a
more classic lace effect. I think it's important to
not have too many different trends on one cake
though, because it can look quite messy.
Do you have a favourite wedding cake style
at the moment?
I think my personal favourite style at the
moment is the woodland wedding. I love the
nature effect in cakes and love making animals
and plants. However, I also absolutely love
a semi-naked cake, not only do they look
beautiful but I love setting them up as they
smell – and taste – amazing!
What new wedding cake trends do you see
emerging in 2018?
I think that geometric designs will really come
into the limelight, while marble and naked
styles will continue to be favourites.

Which flavours are most popular?
The most popular flavours are vanilla,
chocolate, lemon and red velvet. I think bridal
couples want to please as many of their guests
as possible and therefore choose what I would
call ‘safer’ options. However, I always try
to inspire adventurous tastebuds with a few
twists with sample flavours, such as Lemon
& Lavender or Pistachio & Rosewater at the
sample tastings.
How often do you meet and consult with
your wedding clients?
Typically, I’ll have one consultation. However,
I’ll continue to meet, message or chat with
bridal couples who perhaps have queries or
need a little bit of reassurance that everything
will be perfect for their big day.
How long do your cakes normally take
to make?
This can take anything from a couple of hours
to a couple of weeks to really finalise the nitty
gritty of the design, sometimes I find myself
still adding to the detail even when putting the
cake together and at decorating stage!
What have been the most extravagant
wedding commissions you’ve ever had?
The most fun cake is probably one of my most
recent. I had a bride who wanted something icy
and white-on-white. She loved flowers, beading
and piped designs, and even wanted lights!
She’d already seen some designs so I knew her
taste and set about designing the pattern. we
decided to have the flowers cascading from
down the back of the cake around to the front
to hide the lighting wires, while the switch
for the lights was hidden inside the top tier
of the cake. I even made isomalt gems (edible
sugar jewels) with silver highlights to reflect
her unusual diamanté brooch bouquet.
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For more information and enquiries,
call 07388 055 756, email
skinners_delight@yahoo.com or visit
www.skinnersdelight.co.uk
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Award winning cake designer Becky Skinner
specialises in luxury bespoke wedding cakes.

Luxurious = Elegant = Bespoke

Tel: 07388 055 756 www.skinnersdelight.co.uk
SkinnersDelight
skinners_delight

Bespoke wedding decoration company offering a variety of tailor made
packages to suit all requirements. Local company based in Romford.
CONTACT: Kelly Garrod, Telephone: 07595 547856, Email: foreveruniqueevents@gmail.com
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Wedding cakes

Ann Egan, Ann’s Designer Cakes
How did you develop your range of wedding
cake designs?
All of our wedding cake designs are bespoke
and designed for individual clients. Each
design is inspired by a range of factors from
the personality of the couple; their style
and theme to their wedding venue, season
and budget. The designs we start with are
meant to inspire our clients and give them a
starting point, which then allows us to create
their original cake. We recently launched our
Decadence collection – a luxury range of cakes
created to fit in an opulent venue. Weddings
set in ostentatious spaces require a well-sized
wedding cake to complement the setting,
as well as cater to a larger number of guests
than usual. This collection also gives potential
clients an indication of the scale and grandeur
we can produce.
How do new wedding cake design details
come about?
We innovate trends following the change
in season and styles in the fashion, lifestyle
and wedding dress industries. Simple, stylish
and utterly stunning, marble is sweeping
the interiors scene and is quickly becoming
a show-stopping trend within the wedding
industry. It’s sleek and smooth in design, and
can be as subtle or as bold in detail as you like,
depending on the theme and style.
Do you have a favourite wedding cake style
at the moment?
Our favourite cake trend at the moment is
the drip cake. Combining the ultra-modern
with traditional, the drip cake is inventive
and funky. Using a technique that’s tricky,
yet seemingly effortless, you can create a swirl
effect around the edges of the cake using

melted chocolate or fondant. The design
options for this trend are limitless and can
complement a range of different wedding
styles and themes.
Which flavours are most popular?
We’re passionate about exploring new
ideas, tastes and flavours from all over the
world. A lot of research and time is put into
experimenting with an array of ingredients to
ensure that each one perfectly complements
the other one.
On paper, they might not sound as delicious
as they really are, but our clients have been
raving about our exotic cake flavours and
combinations which we’re innovating for
2018. Mango & Passionfruit, Peaches &
Cream, Pumpkin Squash, Blueberry &
Champagne and Dulce de Leche are just some
of the flavours that are trending with our
clients at the moment.
How many consultations do you normally
have with your wedding clients?
We usually meet with our clients at least
twice from the initial consultation to the
final meeting to confirm their design. If more
discussions are required we usually FaceTime,
Skype or email our clients until the final
design is approved.
How long do your wedding cakes normally
take to make?
All of our wedding cakes are made as close to
the wedding day as possible. They’re worked
on every day for about a week leading up to
the event as each cake needs to stand, dry and
set for 24 hours before being transported to
the venue.
What have been the most extravagant
wedding commissions you’ve ever had?
Last March we designed and created an
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edible wedding dress for the Indian Pakistani
London Fashion Show in London, which was
worn and modelled down the catwalk! We also
made a bespoke eight-foot cake for a wedding
held at the Sheraton Park Lane. We even designed
and created a Tower of London-inspired piece,
which was a big project but so much fun to create.
For more details or enquiries, call 020 8644
8523 or visit www.annsdesignercakes.com
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LIGHTERLIFE CAN HELP YOU
SLIM YOUR WAY TO THE
PERFECT WEDDING DAY
#MyYear

A Special Occasion
Deserves a Special Smile

I knew with the support
of my group and my
counsellor, I would

lose weight & keep
it off long term

Cosmetic Dentistry
Tooth straightening
Tooth whitening
Veneers
Implants
Wrinkle reduction
treatments

st

Nicky lo

4st 4lb
r
ining fo
mainta ears
3y

Vital Dental Clinic
Suite 12, 15 Town Square Chamber, Stevenage SG1 1BP
07466 806845 / 01438 360033 info.vitaldentalclinic@gmail.com

vitaldentalclinic.com

See how we can help you feel
amazing in your wedding dress
Silvia Manzo, LighterLife Harlow
Call: 01279 636912
Visit: lighterlife.com

Wedding Rings and gifts

Amazing designs. Book an appointment today.
T: 07723309653

E: info@tcrown.london

W: tcrown.london FB: tcrownlondon I: @tcrownlondon
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Wellness
CROSS TRAINER

A great cardio workout for the gym that’s low impact on the joints, allowing
you to work your upper and lower body at the same time. To start, make sure
your feet are placed firmly on the foot plate, stand upright to engage your core
abdominal muscles, keep knees slightly bent and take a firm grip of the handles.
When you start the forward motion, try to keep a controlled movement with
no rocking, and push weight through the back of the heels.
To concentrate on working your legs and core, you can
place hands on central handrail instead.

PRESS UP

A brilliant strengthening and toning exercise
that can be done anywhere. This focuses on
your upper body, targeting your chest muscles,
backs of the arms and abs. Place your knees on the
floor, with hands in line with shoulders, but slightly
further apart than shoulder width. Lower yourself
to the floor, bending your
elbows until your chest is
just above floor level. Bring
yourself back up to the
starting position and repeat.
Keep your body straight
by engaging your core and
make it harder by extending
your legs to rest on your
toes – rather than your
knees – for a full press up.

Personal Trainer Nyaomi Wright
& Nutrition Coach Kelly Sephton

LEG PRESS

Great for toning legs, this piece
of equipment can be found in
most gyms. To start, you should
be in a seated position with
feet placed shoulder-width
apart on the footplate. Slowly
extend your legs, making sure
to keep your knees slightly
bent even when your legs are
fully extended. Return to your
start position and repeat. Make
sure that the weight is pushed
through the heel of the foot,
not the toes.

shape

Kelly’s
nutrition tips

Follow Butterfly Fit’s healthy advice
for a body-confident honeymoon

 Eat three small meals each
day, and two healthy snacks.
This stops you from getting
too hungry, which often leads
us to grab quick fix snacks
like chocolate or crisps.

of you

Nyaomi and Kelly of Butterfly Fit understand how important it is that the
bride looks and feels her absolute best for the big-day celebrations. They
offer 12- and 16-week wedding packages, combining a personalised training
plan and nutrition plan, partner packages and full support plan throughout
the fitness journey. With three personal training sessions per week – and the
option of working out in the comfort of your own home – they’ll have you
ready to say “I do” before you know it.The Butterfly Fit girls also know how
important it is to be able to carry that healthy positivity through
to the honeymoon. Here, Nyaomi shares two cardio and two toning
exercises to guarantee poolside confidence.

SKIPPING ROPE

The beauty of this childhood classic is can
be done almost anywhere. Not only is it
great cardio, it improves coordination and
muscle tone. Make sure the rope is the
right length for you by standing at the
centre and picking up the handles –
they should come to just under your
armpits. Double jumps are an easy
introduction and it’s best to stick to a
basic jump rhythm if you’re rusty. Keep
arms close to the body by using small
wrist circles and try to land on the balls of
your feet, with a slight bend of the knee.
For more details on training with Butterfly Fit,
visit www.butterflyfit.co.uk
58
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 Women should drink two
to three litres of water a day
– and men should aim for
three to four. Hunger’s often
confused for thirst, so staying
hydrated can help to stop us
overindulging.
 Keep sugar to a minimum.
Sugar isn’t healthy and tends
to be the main cause of
weight gain. Check the labels
on items such as cereals,
yoghurts and sauces, as these
tend to be higher in sugar
than you think.
 Include vegetables with
at least three meals. Not
only are they filling and low
in calories, they’re packed
with essential vitamins and
minerals.
 Include a good balance of
healthy carbs, proteins and
fats in your meals. If you’re
trying to drop body fat then
be aware of portion sizes
and stop eating when you
feel comfortably full.

Photography credit: Hannah Phipps Photography © |www.facebook.com/hannahphippsphotography

In love with the
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Photo: Hannah Thipps Photography

At Butterfly Fit we aim to make
you look and feel good for your
special occasion. With our
12 week & 16 week packages
we can get you in the
best shape possible.

WE OFFER
✔ 12 WEEK PACKAGES
✔ 16 WEEK PACKAGES
✔ PARTNER PACKAGES
✔ SUPPORT PLANS
✔ DOCUMENTED JOURNEY
✔ PERSONALISED FOOD
PLANS BY KELLY SEPHTON

www.butterflyfit.co.uk

hello@butterflyfit.co.uk

LOOK AND FEEL GREAT
ON YOUR BIG DAY
WORK OUT IN
YOUR OWN
PRIVATE
STUDIO

WITH THE HELP OF YOUR

OWN PERSONAL TRAINER!
PERSONAL TRAINING PACKAGES

 ULTIMATE WEDDING FITNESS Package - 24 Sessions (8-12 weeks)
 WEDDING FITNESS IN A RUSH Package - 20 Sessions (4-6 weeks)
 BRIDE AND BRIDEGROOM Package - 24 Sessions (8-12 weeks)
 BRIDAL PARTY WORKOUT - £10 per person, per session

If you would like more information
or to make a booking, please
contact Scott Osborne

Phone: 07944 322828 / 01277 824091
Email: scott@sogetfitessex.co.uk

WWW.SOGETFITESSEX.CO.UK
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Flowers

The pick of

Images courtesy of Shell Sperling Photography www.shellsperling.co.uk; Potters Instinct Photography www.pottersinstinctphotography.co.uk

the bunch
Seeking wedding-flower arrangements? Master florists tell us about the consultation process,
summer-wedding options and the eternal appeal of the peony
Charlotte Worts,
Willow House Flowers
Willow House Flowers is a small,
independent florist offering a truly personal
service. The business prides itself on treating
all clients the same, while offering fully
bespoke, individual wedding flowers services.
Conversely, the team also understand that
not every bride is a bloom enthusiast, so the
Florist Choice seasonal wedding packages are
available. This perfect option if you’re unsure
what you’d like and don't know a Carnation
from a Zinnia don't like surprises, leaving the
flower choice and floral designs to Willow
House’s professional florists. Whether it’s
going to be an intimate or elaborate affair,
your wedding flowers will designed taking
into account your floral style, theme, flower
choices and budget.
How do you help couples choose
their wedding flowers?
When I’m first approached by the client I
arrange a free wedding consultation – this
is usually at Willow House Flowers, but if
time is of a premium for the client, I’m also
happy to work via emails and telephone
calls. I ask the client to email me any photos,
mood or Pinterest boards they may have
before the meeting, along with a rough
idea of what personal flowers and venue
60

floral arrangements they’ll be requiring.
This information means that I can do some
‘homework’ prior to the consultation and
it provides a good basis for our discussions
during the consultation, ensuring that
the time is used to its best advantage.
Once we’ve had a chance to chat and feel
comfortable with each other, we can move
on to discussing the theme, colour choices,
style and importantly if there are any definite
must-haves or don't-wants. From this
meeting, I then prepare a quotation for the
client based on the discussion from
our meeting.
Which in-season flowers are the best
for a summer wedding bouquet?
Unfortunately, there’s no straight answer to
this. In the same way you couldn’t put
every bride into the same wedding dress,
you cannot give every bride the same
wedding bouquet.
What do you recommend for
colourful arrangements at the venue?
The venue flowers need to be sympathetic to
the space’s style, as well as the look and feel
that the client is wanting to convey. Festival
or carnival themes are a sure-fire winner if
the client wants to inject a lot of colour into
their wedding-flower arrangements. These
themes demand the use of vibrant flowers
with big, attention seeking blooms, such as

dahlias, peonies and sunflowers to name
but a few.
Which flowers would you say are the
most popular for summer nuptials?
The most popular flowers with the summer
brides are the beautiful, romantic peonies and
garden roses. They’re available in such super
shades, from the very soft pastel tones to the
more intense hot coral and pink colours.
What trends are emerging in
wedding flowers at the moment?
This coming season the foliage-rich designs
are very much on-trend, and with good
reason. Green and white will definitely be a
firm favourite. Foliage has a big part to play
in this summer’s weddings, and with it comes
an amazing variety of textures and scents,
from the herbaceous hint of rosemary to
the wonderful aroma of the eucalyptus –
these alone can fill a venue with a wonderful
fragrance that hits the senses the minute you
enter a room. The styling trend is definitely
leaning towards the loose, natural, wild
themes. Loose hand-tied bouquets, rustic
buttonholes and venue arrangements with
lots of cascading, trailing leafiness.
For more information and
consultations, visit
www.willowhouseflowers.co.uk
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Willow House Flowers
WEDDING FLORIST

Beautiful flowers professionally arranged

Bespoke service - small and intimate, or an elaborate aﬀair, we design
and create the perfect, fresh ﬂower wedding arrangements.

Willow House, 199 Aston Clinton Road, Aylesbury, Bucks HP22 5AD
Telephone: 01296 631385 or 07477 234250 | Email: charlotte@willowhouseﬂowers.co.uk

www.willowhouseﬂowers.co.uk

Michelle Floral Design
www.withamflowers.co.uk

Floral Desire
FLORIST

Hand picked just for you

Creating wedding flowers for over 40 years. Each
design created for every individual wedding.

Michelle floral design,
13 Newland street, Witham, Essex. CM8 2AF
01376 511318

061_AB28.indd 1

Free consultations

T: 01279 755511

Based in Bishop Stortford
Find us on social media
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Danny Preston,
Tudor Rose Florists
Master florist Danny Preston, established
Tudor Rose Florists in 2001. Specialising in
luxury weddings, the Suffolk-based company
has built an unrivalled reputation for
producing breath-taking flower arrangements
and installations in some of the country's
most stunning locations. Working nationwide,
Danny and his team of creative designers use
their extraordinary talent to style any venue
– grand or intimate, traditional or modern,
relaxed or formal.
How do you help couples choose
their wedding flowers?
We offer a complimentary consultation,
which gives the couples the chance to
discuss their ideas with us and how they
imagine their wedding flowers. At this point
we can advise on flower styles to work best
with the colours, the venues and the budgets
involved. We have an extensive portfolio,
and invite brides to help us create an online
62

mood board to build up a full picture of their
dream wedding flowers.
Which in-season flowers are the best
for a summer wedding bouquet?
Sweet peas are great because they are light
and delicate and have the most delicious
scent – as well as coming in an array of
colours. Fluffy peonies and sweet-smelling
old English garden roses are timeless and
give bridal bouquets fantastic depth and
structure.
What do you recommend for
colourful arrangements at the venue?
For venue flowers, we like to create
designs with high impact and for that, we
need big flowers such as towering spires
of delphiniums, mop-headed hydrangeas,
opulent dahlias and peonies. These flowers
can really stand out if you add some lime
green viburnum opulus and alchemical mollis.
Which flowers would you say are the
most popular for summer nuptials?
For the more country-style weddings, daisies,

sweet peas, astrantia and larkspur always
work well to for a light, airy and relaxed
feel. For more substantial displays, full-blown
peonies, David Austin roses and hydrangea
add a luxurious opulence.
What trends are emerging in
wedding flowers at the moment?
I think big, blousy, oversized, wild and
unstructured bouquets will continue
to be popular. Some of the more
environmentally-conscious couples are
keen for their flowers to be sourced and
grown locally, and the abundance of summer
flowers in the UK certainly lends itself to
this kind of arrangement. At the other
end of the spectrum, there’s a move
towards some very opulent and lavish
flowers, with massed orchids, roses and
hydrangea finished with metallic foliage
growing in popularity.
For more information and
consultations, visit
www.tudorroseflorist.co.uk

Images courtesy of Tudor Rose Photography; Amanda Curd: Amanda Curd Photography
www.amandacurdphotography.co.uk; Guy Hearn: Guy Hearn www.guyhearn.com; Clare Butler: Clare Butler
Photography www.clarebutlerphotography.com; Flo Brooks: Flo Brooks Photography www.flobrooksphotography.co.uk
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Real Wedding

How rachel
& david said

“I do”
Rachel, 42 and David, 34 had
their truly personal, all-inclusive
wedding day at Gosfield Hall

David and I met through our work at Essex County Council
and bonded over our mutual love of films. We got engaged
after three years together.
David proposed on the final night of a play he was in. His
family – mum, dad and all of his sisters’ families – had come
over for dinner. I had no idea that was what he had planned!
He’d picked the ring by himself.
I researched Gosfield Hall after being referred by my driving
instructor, whose daughter had married there. I fell in love
with the place on my first visit and knew it was right for us.
The venue offers an all-inclusive package, which meant it was
ours exclusively for the day and most of the finer details were
included, such as the dinner, evening buffet, decorations, chair
covers, DJ, disco and all of the drinks. In terms of timing, we
picked a date that was compatible with half-term holidays and
the family diary! We were on a fairly tight budget and decorated
tables with birdcages filled with candles and surrounded them
with flowers, which was very effective. We also saved money by
writing our own name-cards and using table confetti.
Our four nieces were bridesmaids, and my sister was my
maid of honour. In keeping with our colour scheme, they wore
duck-egg blue dresses with lace embroidery details. I chose four
different styles from Emma’s Bridal selection and was happy for
them to have different styles in the same shade but in the end,
they all chose this dress as it was so pretty. Everyone said how
lovely the bridesmaids looked on the day.
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We had a pianist, a live singer and an evening disco. We each selected a
mixture of our favourites – ranging from Adele and Ed Sheeran to the Foo
Fighters and DJ Shadow – and combined them to create a playlist. Guitar
player and singer Tom Ryder and a pianist from Piano DJ performed for
us during the ceremony and meal. The guests all commented on how good
they both were, and Tom very kindly took requests from his audience! Tim
from Essence Duo, which was the DJ service supplied by Gosfield Hall,
was extremely good at taking on our suggestions and ideas. Me and my
bridesmaids danced until the very end of the night.
It was such an emotional day. I was extremely nervous during the
ceremony, but definitely got into the swing of things after a few
cocktails – which were luckily included in our big-day package.
We were both elated when we were pronounced
man and wife, and there were definitely a few tears from my
mum when I walked down the aisle. My friend Sally wasn’t
able to attend on the day but wrote a special poem for us
which made me cry.
My dress was the biggest individual expense of the day, but it
was a gift from my parents. Gosfield Hall’s four-course wedding
breakfast was wonderful. We paid a little extra to have the Beef
Wellington and it was well worth it, as everyone commented on how
mouth-watering and delicious it was. Our flowers and wedding cake were
both amazing too. Pink Face Cakes managed to make the cake the exact shade
of duck-egg I had wanted.
There were lots of funny moments throughout the day. I forgot my age on
the day and gave the wrong age by a year to the registrar, we’ve since amended
this with Essex Registrars. Then my mum managed to go missing when we
were about to have our photos done, so a search party had to go looking for
her. It turns out that in the rush of getting everyone else ready that morning
she hadn’t put any jewellery on and had now gone upstairs to accessorise for
the snaps. Finally to cap it all off, David’s friend Pete managed to fall asleep
during the wedding breakfast!
We would recommend an all-inclusive deal to any couples looking for
wedding venues. Also, if Saturday isn’t a must for you, go with a mid-week
option as it can save you thousands of pounds, allowing you to spend on the
details that will make it your dream wedding.

spring/summer 2018
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Essence
music

HARPISTS

CEILIDH/BARN DANCE

Premium Wedding Musicians
Musicians

The Finest Hand-Picked Bands, Singers, DJ’s & Musicians For Hire

STRING QUARTETS

TRIBUTES

RAT PACK SINGERS

SAXOPHONISTS

LIVE BANDS

ACOUSTIC DUOS

JAZZ BANDS

ESSENCE DJ’s/DISCOS

PIANISTS*

*Many of our pianists are also professional singers able to accompany themselves - enjoy some variety at no extra cost!

With first hand experience of
virtually every venue in the
South East - who better to trust
with your wedding music!

Book your music from our award
winning musicians, call 01621 744388

*Essence Music is run by the winners of
the ‘Best Live Act’ award in the 2017/18
Essex Wedding Awards. They were
also finalists with Essence DJ’s in these
awards, as well as being East of England
regional finalists (Best Wedding DJ) in
The Wedding Industry Awards 2017/18.

www.weddingmusic.expert hello@weddingmusic.expert

www.disco.expert

Pinkface believes that every couple deserves a unique cake on their wedding day
Renowned for our bespoke service, we ensure every cake not only pleases eye but the pallet too.
We offer every couple a chance to meet us at the Pinkface studio, for a tasting and design
consultation. It’s a great opportunity to see examples of our work and sample our cakes.

Studio: 01245 206355 Mobile: 07730583207

Pinkface Studio, Great Hayes Business Park, Lower Burnham Road, Stow Maries, Chelmsford, Essex, CM3 6SQ

E: info@pinkface.co.uk

www.pinkface.co.uk
@pinkfacecakes
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Real Wedding

rachel and david's

Little Black Book
Bride’s dress: Ronald Joyce dress from
Confetti & Lace, Lakeside
Bride’s accessories: Gails Crystal Designs
www.gailscrystaldesigns.co.uk
Hair: Anna Rose Porter Wedding Hair
Boutique www.weddinghairboutique.co.uk
Make-up: Sam at Beautiful You
07967 226 639
Bridesmaids’ dresses: Emma’s Bridal from
Gails Crystal Designs
Groom’s suit: Moss Bros www.moss.co.uk
Venue and catering: Gosfield Hall
www.gosfield-hall.co.uk
Cake: Pink Face Cakes www.pinkface.co.uk
Flowers: Heavenly Petals www.facebook.
com/heavenlypetalsfloristryandcrafts
Stationery: Planet Cards,
www.planet-cards.co.uk
Entertainment: Piano DJ
www.tomaryder.com and Essence DJ's
www.disco.expert
Photography: Orange Street Photography
www.orangestreetphoto.com
spring/summer 2018
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HEAVENLY PETALS
Flowers for All Occasions

For Wedding
ceremony/
breakFast/
reception
your choice of songs and
music. call to discuss your
requirements with me.

-

07957 173481

paulaborrell@outlook.com
www.paulaborrell.com

Eddie Sibley
T: 01621 742226 E: ed@heavenlypetals.co.uk
WWW.HEAVENLYPETALS.CO.UK

LUKE ENSEY
Magician & Mentalist

ADD A LITTLE
MAGIC
TO YOUR
SPECIAL DAY
Specialist in close up/table/meet and greet magic.
Member of the Magic Circle. Specialist in wedding magic.
07824 389442 | Lukeenseymagician@mail.com

Lukeenseymagician.co.uk
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Venues

period drama
N

Marry in historical elegance at Hutton Hall

estled in eight acres of partially moated,
tree-lined gardens, Grade II-listed Hutton
Hall is surrounded by rolling Essex
countryside. Just two miles from Brentwood, it’s easily
reached from London and surrounding towns, but
still removed enough to provide an idyllic location for
your special day. The Georgian manor house has been
lovingly restored, with its interiors carefully designed
to strike the balance between traditional elegance
and a contemporary look – a perfect combination
of tradition and modernity that promises couples a
fantastic wedding venue.

SOMETHING BLUE
Couples are offered a choice of two gorgeous spaces
to exchange their vows. The elegantly panelled Blue
Room is steeped in history and was at one time the
ballroom of the house. Today its ornate ceiling, carved
panelled walls and stunning views of the gardens
offer a perfect setting in which to hold your wedding
ceremony. It’s licenced to hold civil ceremonies and
has capacity for 90 seated guests. The Blue Room
can also provide intimate wedding breakfast dining
in elegant surroundings for 60 formally seated guests
at any time of the year, but is particularly suited
to Christmas and winter nuptials, when the house
sparkles with lights and roaring log fires.

SOMETHING OLD
The second space for wedding ceremonies is the
Grand Hall, the manor house’s imposing historic
entrance. The original Jacobean fireplace is an
outstanding feature of the Grand Hall, which also
boasts an elegant sweeping carved oak staircase and
listed flagstone floor. The Hall is licensed to hold civil
ceremonies and can seat 95 guests. It’s also an ideal
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room in which to hold the welcome reception
drinks for 150 guests in winter, with a roaring log
fire and a festive, beautifully decorated Christmas
tree in late November and December.

SOMETHING NEW
For a summer wedding or a big day with bigger
numbers, Hutton Hall’s fabulous marquee is large
and very modern with light wooden flooring,
sparkling chandeliers and panoramic windows
on three sides, offering both natural light and
amazing views over the fountain and the gardens.
Situated to the rear of the manor, the marquee
can seat 130 guests very comfortably and on a
warm day in spring, summer or autumn, the
panoramic sides can be raised, creating the
al-fresco effect of being seated in the garden
surrounded by flowers and sunshine while still
being sheltered. To the rear, the marquee steps
lead onto the exquisite manicured lawn and
fountain where guests can enjoy drinks in the
late afternoon sunshine before the evening
festivities begin.

SOMETHING BORROWED
Couples will also be enchanted by the venue’s
extraordinary overnight accommodation, which
is perfect for the wedding’s morning and night.
The chic, gleaming white two-storey bridal
preparation room is a dreamy, peaceful place for
the bride and bridesmaids to prepare for the big
day ahead. with beautiful full-height windows,
the natural light filtering into the room is every
photographer’s dream and makes for wonderful
photographs of the bridal party enjoying a glass
of bubbly and having a fun morning together.
Brides and grooms will also fall in love with
Hutton Hall’s fabulous panelled bridal suite
which features a sumptuously comfortable
king-sized bed, elegant furniture and wonderful
views of the gardens. The luxurious bathroom
offers couples a truly relaxing experience on their
wedding night. There are also two superb and
stylish guest suites which offer comfortable
king-sized beds, elegant furniture, crisp sheets,
fluffy towels and luxurious shower rooms.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 01277 402 992 email
info@huttonhall.co.uk or visit
www.huttonhall.co.uk for
more information.
huttonhallessex
@Hutton_Hall
@huttonhall
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Hutton Hall is a stunning new 5* wedding venue, set in 8 acres of beautifully manicured gardens in
Brentwood. The grounds are partially moated with easy access to the historic village church, which is
adjacent to the venue. Our superb new marquee is situated behind the house overlooking the gardens and
can accommodate 130 guests including the bridal party. The team at Hutton Hall will be delighted to work
with you to ensure that couples have a wonderful day in the most perfect setting imaginable.
Office: 01277 402992 Mobile: 07976 280288 / 07976 845760

www.huttonhall.co.uk
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Timeless romance
Hanbury Manor’s contemporary renovations make
it the ultimate luxe wedding venue

W

hatever type of wedding you’re
planning – from a small, intimate
gathering, to a large, extravagant
party – Hanbury Manor is an ideal backdrop.
The elegance of the luxury countryside estate
is ideal for a celebration of any scale, with the
rich history of the manor house lending itself
to the romance of the occasion. Hanbury
Manor welcomes and respects religious, ethnic
and social diversity, and as such, the venue is
proud to host all types of wedding celebration,
including traditional, Jewish, Asian and same-sex
ceremonies and the renewal of vows. This past
year has seen fresh developments for the venue,
which will see it become an even more desirable
venue for nuptials.

THEN & NOW

The investments to Hanbury Manor have
continued well into 2018, with a £1.7millionrenovation project directed by award-winning
Lucid Interior Design. Enhancing the manor
house’s grand, distinctive meeting and event
facilities, the development celebrates the hotel’s
rich history and enhances its sense of place in
terms of both site and heritage.
Hanbury Manor’s location, magnificent setting
and period details make it a natural choice for
event planners and especially couples seeking a
fairy-tale wedding venue. Robert Hanbury – a
senior partner in Truman, Hanbury and Buxton,
one of the biggest brewing firms in London at
that time – inherited Hanbury Manor in 1847.
He was a keen horticulturist, and, in 1865,
engaged James II to construct a conservatory,
fernery and dropping well. It’s also known that
he built a rose garden, as part of his work at
Poles Park, and there can be little doubt as to
its provenance. Rose gardens were one of the
company’s specialities, frequently featuring a
quatrefoil design within the garden fountains.
Hanbury Manor was no exception, once hosting
72

a magnificent quatrefoil basin water fountain in
the now removed rose garden.
Simon Andrade, Managing Director of Lucid
Interior Design says, “The quatrefoil is a
geometric form that allows us to develop,
modernise and refresh the conference and events
areas. With an unparalleled relevance and an
opportunity to bring back a part of the history
that is so deep within Hanbury Manor, this
form can blend the details and allow us to create
something very special.”

BACK TO THE FUTURE

The enhancements to the meetings and events
space has brought a contemporary and modern
uplift to the space, including the hotel’s three
signature event rooms: Poles Hall, which was
formally the chapel during 1923 to 1986 when
Hanbury Manor was run as a convent school;
Thundridge, formally the school Assembly Hall
and the Grade-II-listed Garden Court Summer
House and Conservatory, which boasts impressive
views into the original Walled Garden.
The main concept of the renovations was to
create an events hub, allowing meeting delegates
to move between rooms with ease, to include
engaging technology and flexible workspaces that
inspire collaboration and creative solutions.
“This has been a major investment and we’re
excited for our guests to see the new space,” said
General Manager, Russell Prior. “It’s part of our
wider commitment to providing our guests with
the very best stay in technology and facilities
whilst enjoying this magnificent setting.”

CONTEMPORARY COMFORT

Ideally suited for off-site retreats, conferences
and weddings the hotel’s largest renovated space,
The Thundridge Suite, will offer a meeting room
capacity of up to 200 guests theatre style, and
Poles Hall has received a contemporary facelift
and an original lighting system brings a whole

array of new effects into the former chapel.
Many rooms are now equipped with innovative
technology such as Write on Walls, ClickShare
connectivity, LED screens, Bluetooth sound
bars and an integrated event signage system.
Hand-finished rugs, solid wooden floors and
luxury upholstered furniture will take centre
stage in the Assembly Hall, whilst bespoke
carpets with subtle references to the local
area of Ware and Thundridge are layered into
the design. A colour scheme of rich browns,
steel blues, and polished copper cultivates a
welcoming atmosphere which is also enhanced
by the carefully selected artwork.

BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY…

The team at Hanbury Manor are looking
forward to sharing these new developments
with this year’s wedding couples, and continues
to offer brides and grooms inspiring, affordable
options for their celebrations, as well as
overnight accommodation for the newlyweds
and great room rates for their guests.
booking it
For more information on Hanbury Manor’s
packages, or to speak with someone from
the wedding planning team, call
01920 487 722 or email
sales.hanburymanor@marriotthotels.com
HanburyManor
@hanburyManor
@HanburyManorMarriott
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For a day to remember, Oaks Pavillion at Rivenhall Oaks
offer the perfect setting for your truly special day...

Whether you want a traditional wedding or a day with a difference, the Oaks Pavillion can provide the flexibility for
an intimate wedding or a larger scale celebration for all your family and friends.
Allow our dedicated team to help to make your wedding dreams a reality with ever lasting memories.
The Oaks Pavillion, Rivenhall Oaks Golf Centre, Forest Road, Witham, Essex CM8 2PS
T: 01376 505002 / 510222 M: 07498 557837 E: kelly@rivenhalloaksgolf.com
WWW.RIVENHALLOAKSGOLF.COM
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Charm personalised
Celebrate your love at Old Brook Barn

MAKE YOUR MARK
As a boutique wedding venue, that’s open from April
to October, Old Brook Barn hosts a limited number
of weddings each year. Couples have access to the
barn from 9am to 3pm the day before their wedding
to set up, decorate and go over any final details with
the team. This allows brides and grooms the freedom
to decorate the barn with those personal details that
will make their wedding day stand out from the rest
– offering creative brides and grooms a rare planning
advantage. The venue is also open to newlyweds from
10am to midday the day after the nuptials for them to
clear out their wedding props and styling additions.

TAKE A VOW
Both the venue’s barn and fabulous painted gazebo
are licensed for civil marriages and ceremonies. For
smaller, more intimate ceremonies, up to 100 seated
guests can be accommodated in the old barn, and
there is capacity for up to 120 people in the upstairs
Minstrels Gallery. An outdoor ceremony in the Secret
Garden will seat up to 150 guests.
The team at Old Brook Barn understand that every
wedding is a one-in-a-lifetime celebration, not just for
the couple, but for their loved ones too. Sharing these
moments in a romantic setting that’s entirely theirs
for the day will enrich the special occasion and create
unforgettable memories.

74
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Old Brook Barn in a nutshell

 Civil ceremonies
 Venue access the day before for set-up
 Exclusive use of the venue and grounds
 Honeymoon Cottage
 Seating for 150 guests
A blank canvas with features inspired by its
original characteristics, the barn is yours to
decorate with your choice of colour and style.
With seating available for up to 150 guests,
Old Brook Barn has the perfect atmosphere
for nuptials.

GOOD FOOD
Old Brook Barn allows
Don’t miss Old
couples to choose from the
Brook Barn’s annual
finest caterers in south-east
Open Day, which will
England. Specialising in
take place on
creative bespoke cuisine
Saturday 5th May
using only top-quality
11am – 4pm.
ingredients and local produce,
wedding parties will receive
the highest standard of food and
service. Its caterers will work with you to create
a personalised menu which will delight both the
couple and their guests on the special day.

PICTURE PERFECT
The venue’s grounds create a stunning backdrop
for photographs. With the natural brook, decking
area, willow trees and meadow fields, couples
couldn’t wish for a more idyllic setting on their
special day. It’s truly a photographer’s dream
with fabulous opportunities to capture beautiful
shots, both of the bride and groom, as well as
candid reception moments. Meanwhile, loved
ones can enjoy reception drinks on the lawn area
under the willow trees, in the secret garden,
or the courtyard.
Within the barn itself, there’s a lovely reception
and bar area, together with a south-facing decked
terrace and upstairs balcony which has breathtaking views across open fields. From here guests
can watch the horses graze and the sunset on a
beautiful summer’s evening.

Images courtesy of the venue and Anesta Broad Photography www.weddingsbyanesta.com

S

et amidst 23 idyllic acres in the Essex
village of Navestock, Old Brook Barn is a
magnificent family-run boutique venue that
can be exclusively yours on your wedding day. With
a stunning natural brook, willow trees and meadow
fields, couples couldn’t wish for a more enchanting
rural setting for their big day.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 07747 116 100, email
info@oldbrookbarn.co.uk or visit
www.oldbrookbarn.co.uk
OldBrookBarn
@OldBrookBarn
@oldbrookbarn
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BBQ & BUFFET PACKAGE FOR 100 PEOPLE FOR 2018 FROM £4,295

WEEKEND
PACKAGE
60 daytime guests
60 evening guests
2018 - £6,545
2019 - £6,745

DE-LUXE WEEKEND

PACKAGE
60 daytime guests
60 evening guests
2018 - £8,595
2019 - £8,795

Call 01277 373828
for a Viewing

076_AB28.indd 1

WEEKDAY
PACKAGE
50 daytime guests
50 evening guests
2018 - £5,195
2019 - £5,395

DE-LUXE WEEKDAY

PACKAGE
50 daytime guests
50 evening guests
2018 - £6,750
2019 - £6,795

LAST MINUTE DELUXE PACKAGE DATES
CALL FOR LATE AVAILABILITY
BOOK TODAY FOR DISCOUNT ON YOUR WEDDING

25/03/2018 21:05
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The height of passion
Have a big day to remember at Layer Marney Tower

EPS Photography
www.eps-photography.co.uk

Pengelly Photography pengelly-photography.co.uk

Gather together

78

Layer Marney Tower wedding ceremonies are
generally held in the Corsellis Room, which
seats up to 120 guests. With original beams
and beautiful wall hangings, it’s a romantically
historic setting for friends and family to witness
your nuptials, as well as a photographer’s
dream, ensuring you’ll get some fabulous
shots for the wedding album. If you’d prefer a
smaller occasion for 15 guests or less, the Hall
of the House, is a grand-yet-intimate space.
Alternatively, if you’d rather marry in a church,
the parish church of St Mary the Virgin is set
in the venue’s grounds. Feel like a princess
when you’re picked up by Layer Marney
Tower’s vintage ’30s Rolls Royce, complete
with uniformed chauffeur. And why not make
sure your loved ones are there on time by
hiring the venue’s classic Routemaster bus to
pick them up from their local hotels?

A personalised breakfast

Across a paved courtyard, the Long Gallery
is the perfect backdrop for your wedding
breakfast. Its high ceiling, Tudor panelling,
oak sprung floor and unobtrusive decoration,
provide a blank canvas for your styling ideas
and colour scheme. Layer Marney Tower’s
caterers, Bouquet Garni, will work closely with
you to plan the ideal menu for your guests.
Choose anything from a formal sit-down
wedding meal to a more relaxed hog roast or
barbecue feast. The caterers’ iconic Citroen H
ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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Van is even a stylish and novel way to serve street
food to your evening guests.
In summer, drinks and canapés are generally
served on the upper lawn, giving guests a chance
to meet and mingle in the sunshine. In less
clement weather, the bar area next to the Long
Gallery is an ideal spot for refreshments. The
venue is also ideally suited for fabulous winter
weddings, with the roaring log fire contributing
to the heritage site’s warm and welcoming
atmosphere. The fun doesn’t end after the last
dance, as the bride and groom have use of Layer
Marney Tower’s honeymoon suite for the night
of the wedding.

A helping hand

Visually speaking, Layer Marney Tower has the
wow factor. But while your photographer will
have a field day snapping all the breath-taking
images you’ll treasure all your married lives, it
isn’t the spectacular buildings and grounds
alone that make a big-day – the venue’s
friendly and experienced wedding staff has
the well-deserved reputation for making
sure that couples feel entirely at ease, and
they’ll be with you every step of the way.
Wedding Coordinator, Karen, and her
team will help you turn your vision into
a reality.

EPS Photography
www.eps-photography.co.uk

L

ocated just eight miles south of
Colchester and surrounded by
formal gardens, the beautiful Tudor
palace Layer Marney Tower is one of the
most dramatic – and surprisingly, affordable
– wedding ceremony and reception venues
in all of Essex. Suitable for both intimate
celebrations or for larger gatherings of up to
200 guests, the imposing gatehouse commands
magnificent views to the Blackwater estuary
and the county’s verdant countryside, ensuring
a day to remember for you and your partner.

Lasting memories

Nicholas Charrington, owner of Layer
Marney Tower says, “if you choose our
venue for your special day,
we’ll do everything we can to
booking it
make it perfect. We have over
For more information on Layer
20 years’ experience of running
Marney Tower’s packages, visit
weddings here, and regularly
www.layermarneytower.co.uk or
welcome couples back as
to speak with someone from the
they celebrate anniversaries,
wedding planning team, call 01206
bring their children to see
330 784 or email
where they were married, or
info@layermarneytower.co.uk
just to come to reminisce.
Layer Marney Tower
Our aim is to make dreams
@LayerMarneyTwr
come true and create memories
@layermarneytower
that will last forever.”
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Jewel in the Crowne

T

Tailor your nuptials to suit you – and your guest list –
with Crowne Plaza Resort Colchester - Five Lakes

he Crowne Plaza Resort Colchester - Five
Lakes team knows how special your
wedding day needs to be. While every
couples wants their nuptials to have the wow
factor, it’s understandable that you and your beloved
want the planning experience to be as stress free as
possible – which is where the venue’s experienced
wedding coordinators come in! They’ll be with you
every step of the way, ensuring that your big day
is all you hoped for and more. What’s more, the
hotel’s flexible facilities offer you a blank canvas
from which to create the wedding you want, and
complete freedom to turn this venue - nestled in
320 acres of verdant Essex parkland – into your
dream location, with all the finishing touches your
hearts desire.

The perfect fit for you

As one of the top wedding venues in Colchester,
the hotel is fully licensed to hold ceremonies for up
to 400 guests, offering a choice of three ceremony
rooms to suit your party size. Whether you want
to host both your ceremony and reception there,
or just your reception, a dedicated wedding
coordinator will still be able to make sure your day
runs seamlessly as soon as you arrive at the venue.
Three fantastic banqueting suites offer a choice
of varied amenities and atmospheres for your
perfect wedding breakfast and reception. Let your
imagination run wild when it comes to your menu,
decorations and finishing touches, and the team
will do its best to make everything absolutely
perfect for you.
Crowne Plaza Resort Colchester’s wedding packages
offer affordable, great value solutions for your
wedding-day dreams, whether you’re planning an
event for 50 or 500. The packages can be tailored
to suit your individual needs, and you’d never be
charged for elements you’d rather not have included.
With all-inclusive offers and late availability
82

booking options available, the hotel will work
with you to create your vision within budget.

Treat yourself

Planning a wedding can be stressful, so why not
take a little time out to relax in the build-up to
the big day? You can bring your favourite ladies
along for a day of hen-party pampering and luxury
in the Crowne Plaza Resort Colchester’s state-ofthe-art spa. Treat your hard-working bridesmaids
to a touch of indulgence in preparation for their
wedding duties. Why not stay overnight to enjoy
the sumptuous accommodation and facilities
to the full?
There’s also a stag package available for grooms
needing to unwind. Your man and his friends and
head to the venue for a weekend of golf, beer, sports
and delectable food to celebrate his last moments
of freedom before the big day.

In keeping with tradition

For many brides and grooms, what’s important
to them is to make their wedding day their own.
From upholding the customs of ancestors to
incorporating elements of cultural heritage into
the day, being true to their background is often
incredibly important for all involved. Infusing
your own traditions into your ceremony can
turn a wonderful event into a truly remarkable
wedding, which is why the Crowne Plaza Resort
Colchester team is on hand to help you tailor
every aspect of your special day to suit your
preferences. From decorative elements to specialist
ceremonies, the venue’s wedding coordinators are
here to help you get everything just right. Feel free
to ask your wedding coordinator for advice on
specialist suppliers and technicians, or talk to our
chefs about your catering requirements. After all,
it’s your big day and it should be nothing less
than perfect.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 0871 423 4821 or visit
www.cpcolchester.co.uk to
download a wedding brochure.
CPColchester
@CPColchester
@crowneplazafivelakes
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PRICES:
Ceremonies from £200
Wedding Packages from £995
Bespoke packages also available
SIZE:
Ceremonies from 6 to 820 guests
Wedding Breakfast sit down up to 300 guests
Wedding Evening Reception from 6 to1000 guests
For a Wedding with a diﬀerence, the
Princes Theatre is unique and makes
the ideal venue. From traditional &
sophisticated to dramatic & theatrical
the Princes Theatre oﬀers packages
to suit all types.
Telephone our wedding Co-ordinator to
arrange a viewing – 01255 686026
@PrincesWeddings /
PrincesTheatreWeddings
weddings@tendringdc.gov.uk
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The secret garden
Wed in the rustic charm of High House Barns

N

estled in six acres of spectacular
landscaped gardens and meadows,
High House Barns offer a romantically
rustic setting for big day festivities. Dating
back to 1898, the listed buildings have
been restored with care and detail to
retain their original charm and character,
making for a memorable wedding day.
As well as being fully licensed for
weddings and civil ceremonies, High
House is also an exclusive-use venue,
meaning couples can feel completely at
ease in a location that’s their own for
the day. Guests can also benefit from
secure on-site parking for approximately
200 cars.
Located within idyllic grounds, the
tranquil Walled Garden offers a beautiful
backdrop for wedding photography, as well
as a scenic space for guests to enjoy postvow drinks and canapés.
The two separate barn rooms are both

used on the big day, with the wedding
breakfast taking centre stage in the West
barn, with seating for up to 70. From
here, the evening celebrations moves to
the 120-capacity East barn, featuring the
skilfully manned oak bar which offers an
array of refreshments, including cocktails,
wines, champagnes and specialty whiskeys.
High House’s in-house team of event
organisers, admin staff and large bar
and waiting team pride themselves on
providing an exceptional service with a
truly personal touch, whether nuptials
take on an intimate feel or
FOR MORE INFORMATION
larger scale.
Call 01268 559 772, email
With in-house décor
and catering available, it’s
contact@highhousebarns.org or visit
possible to tailor a High
www.highhousebarns.org
House wedding to suit you
@highhousebarnweddings
and your partner’s specific
@hhweddings
tastes and requirements for
@highhousebarnweddings
a one-of-a-kind celebration.

Stately romance

Marry in historical elegance at Cromwell Manor

Photography courtesy of Liam Gillan |
www.photographerliamgillan.com

B

eautiful 15th century manor house,
Cromwell Manor is set in 23 acres of land
in rural Essex. Steeped in history, the venue
offers a truly romantic spot for a wedding day.
With three elegant rooms to choose from for
the vows, the manor caters to gatherings of
all sizes. The ground-floor ceremony room,
complete with oak beams, fireplace and bay
window seats up to 40 guests for an intimate
day. Meanwhile, upstairs there are two further
spaces; one mirrors the capacity and décor
of the downstairs room, whilst the second
can accommodate 100 seated guests, and
is decorated in modern, neutral tones and
features a large bar. This is also an option
for the wedding breakfast, but if your party
number is set to exceed 100, the marquee in
the manor house’s grounds has capacity for
170 diners.
If you’re a bride-to-be who wants a peaceful
space for you and your bridal party to prep
for the day ahead, there’s a tranquil room on
the first floor with a make-up table, desk,
chair, sofa area and private toilet – lunch and

afternoon tea options are also available.
Cromwell Manor is an exclusive-use
venue, offering couples a truly personal
and private big day. While the dedicated
wedding coordinators and on-site team
will be delighted to ensure that your dream
details are included, the venue also offers a
variety of packages, including the Twilight
package for weekday evening weddings, the
Décor package for all venue styling extras,
and the Nightingale, Firecrest and Rose
Finch packages, which offer a sliding scale of
requirements for a reception of 50
guests, and evening celebrations for 80
people, including floristry, catering and
evening entertainment.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 01268 559 772, email
cromwellmanor@ugroup.co.uk or visit
www.cromwellmanor.co.uk
@CromwellManorEssex
@CromwellManor
@cromwellmanor0
spring/summer 2018 85
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A period
romance
Marry in historic splendour at Hintlesham Hall

S

et in beautiful gardens at the end of an
impressive tree-lined drive, Hintlesham Hall is
a magnificent 16th Century Grade I country
house and one of Suffolk’s most prestigious and
romantic wedding venues. It offers a perfect setting
for nuptials and a variety of packages to suit all bigday preferences, whether you’re a couple that dreams
of a more sedate, traditional occasion or a dynamic
pair that wants a spectacular vibrant celebration. The
warm, relaxed ambience of this beautiful mansion –
together with attentive, friendly staff and renowned
cuisine – will create a truly memorable occasion for
you and your guests.
EXCLUSIVELY YOURS PACKAGE
If you plan to have 64 guests or more, and you’d prefer
to take over the entire hotel just for your wedding
party – together with 32 bedrooms for overnight
accommodation – the Exclusively Yours option is
ideal for you. The package offers you the wonderful
opportunity to celebrate your big day in the splendour
of Hintlesham Hall with just your family and friends.
It can be tailored and upgraded to suit your personal
requirements. Covering a three-course wedding
breakfast, evening buffet, accommodation for all 64
overnight guests – along with a full English breakfast
for them all the next morning – and much more, the
house is truly yours.
DAY WEDDING PACKAGE
Ideal if you want a day celebration, with this option
the wedding wraps up at 6pm and has no evening
86

reception. This wedding package includes the
hire of the civil ceremony room, along with the
Garden Room and Library lounges, the Salon for
your wedding breakfast, two aperitifs per head, a
complimentary tasting menu for you and your
groom-to-be, a three-course wedding breakfast, one
glass for a toast and two glasses of wine per head and
overnight accommodation for you newlyweds.
DAY AND NIGHT WEDDING PACKAGE
If after-dinner dancing is a must for you and your
guests, this package comprises all of the Day Wedding
Package inclusions, with the addition of a music
licence until midnight and an evening finger buffet.
Additionally, there’s a requirement for a booking of at
least 10 bedrooms with this option – perfect for the
wedding party and travelling guests.
INTIMATE WEDDING PACKAGE
Celebrate your special day with your closest friends
and family members with this package, which is spoton for weddings with two to 16 guests. You’ll have
the hire of the civil ceremony room, along with the
Garden Room lounge and Justice room for your threecourse wedding breakfast, drinks, complimentary
tasting and overnight newlywed accommodation.
If this venue’s elegant setting and flexible packages
have captured your imagination, book an
appointment to tour this beautiful wedding venue
with Hintlesham Hall’s experienced event managers
to discuss your personal big-day requirements.

booking it
For more information on Hintlesham
Hall’s packages, or to speak with
someone from the wedding planning
team, call 01473 652 334,
email tracy.carter@hintleshamhall.com
or visit
www.hintleshamhall.com
Hintleshamhallhotel
@hintlesham_hall
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......the perfect place to say ‘I do’
A luxurious country house hotel, built around a
magnificent mansion dating back to 1448 and now
a Grade 1 listed building.
Hintlesham Hall is widely recognised as one of the most
prestigious and romantic wedding venues in Suffolk and has
everything you require for your perfect day.
Every wedding is unique and our experienced Events Team
will passionately work with you from your initial enquiry
to the day itself to create your dream wedding.
Coupled with the Hall’s reputation for excellent food,
friendly and attentive service, luxury surroundings and
memorable photo opportunities, all blend together to
ensure you have a truly special day.
We offer a flexible range of Wedding Packages including
Exclusive Use of the Hall.
Book an appointment to tour this beautiful wedding venue
with Tracy or Julie to discuss your personal requirements.

Call us today on 01473 652334 or contact
tracy.carter@hintleshamhall.com

087_AB28.indd 1
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Exclusively for you

GO BESPOKE

That Amazing Place’s staff understand how
important your big day is and will be on
hand to accommodate you and your partner’s
wishes, as well as the necessary advice,
inspiration and passion to help turn the
venue into your personal dream wedding.
With a flexible approach to all personalisation
ideas and quirky themes, they’ll assist with
everything from organising an intimate
barbecue with bubbly by the lake, to erecting
bohemian tipis across the grounds for the
reception party. The team know that this
celebration is one you’ll cherish forever,
and are willing to help, whether you’d just
like some handy tips on how to make the
most of the space, or you want someone to
take care of all of planning for you. If you’d
prefer to opt for a package, the venue offers
a Classic Wedding Package, for a full-day,
all-inclusive celebration for 150 guests, as
well as a Twilight Wedding Package for a
more informal, late-afternoon ceremony with
buffet-style evening meal.

88

IM-ART Photography

SAYING “I DO”

As That Amazing Place is licensed for civil
ceremonies, couples can take their vows in
one of the manor’s two elegant reception
rooms: either the Lakeview Lounge, with its
beautiful sash windows and – as the name
suggests – awe-inspiring view of the lake,
which can seat up to 70 of your nearest

 An exclusive-use manor
 Bespoke weddings
 Licensed for civil ceremonies
 14 chic bedrooms, which sleep 29 in total
 Stunning grounds with a lake view
 That Amazing Salon
and dearest; or The Hall, which boasts high
ceilings, a dramatic mirrored wall and a capacity
for 100 guests. When it comes to the wedding
breakfast – which you can have tailor-made to
your specifications by carefully selected outside
providers – the manor’s exquisite reception
rooms can seat up to 80 people. Alternatively,
there is the option to extend the house’s space
with a marquee structure – offering capacity for
150 guests – facing onto the lake for both the
ceremony and reception celebrations. However,
if you fancy something with more homespun
charm, you can marry alfresco
under the garden’s oak tree.

SLEEP TIGHT

Matt Heath Photography

That Amazing Place in a nutshell

Aaron Storry Photography

Edward Tyler Wedding
Photography

Paul Grace Photography

et in the picturesque Essex countryside,
That Amazing Place is one of the UK’s
only country houses to offer exclusive
use of the venue for your wedding day. Best
suited to couples seeking a blank canvas for
truly bespoke nuptials, the Grade II listed
manor house offers an idyllic backdrop of
rolling grounds, a lake, long driveway and an
enchanting secret garden – elements which all
add to the ultimate wedding space.

Frances Sale Photography

S

Make the day all about you two at That Amazing Place

The luxury doesn’t stop when
the clock strikes midnight. That
Amazing Place offers luxurious
accommodation for loved ones.
After dancing the night away, the
manor house offers space for 29
overnight guests, including the
newlyweds. Whilst the bride and
groom can enjoy the comfort of
a king-size bed in their Bridal
find out more
Suite for their first night as
That Amazing Place is located just
husband and wife, their closest
off the M11 with direct links to
friends and family can relax
London’s
Liverpool Street station
in complete privacy. With the
and Stansted Airport.
added treat of a hot breakfast
To find out more, email
in the dining room to look
enquiries@thatamazingplace.co.uk,
forward to the morning after,
call 07955 940 532, or visit the
That Amazing Place really does
website www.thatamazingplace.co.uk
have it all.
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Beauty
Guerlain
Météorites Heart
Shape Strobing Palette,
£37.80, www.escentual.com

Lancôme Teinte
Idole Custom
GloW Drops, £26,
www.lancome.co.uk

This pretty pink powder compact
opens to reveal three luminous correcting
shades that offer softness, radiance and
lightweight correction. The Météorites’
signature matte and rosy hues refresh and
catch the light for a soft, delicate and
beautifully enhanced complexion.
Your face will appear sculpted,
fresh and simply aglow.

Also available at
Debenhams, John Lewis
and Boots branches
nationwide, these new
liquid highlighters come
in four beautiful shades:
rose, champagne,
bronze or gold. Blend
your chosen liquid
highlighter with – or
apply on top of – your
foundation for a healthy,
dewy and radiant look.
The pearlescent formula
allows for customisable
and buildable radiance.

The Beauty

Boutique
These products will
have you looking like
a million dollars on
your wedding day

dolce & gabbana
the one baroque
30ml, £45,
www.boots.com
Dolce & Gabbana
introduces a limited-edition
version of the iconic The
One eau de toilette, a scent
recognisable for its heady
lily, pollen and bergamot
top notes and enhancing
vanilla, vetiver and musk
base notes. A delicate
baroque design embellishes
this special-release bottle in
a nod to Damasco fabric, a
key element of the Dolce &
Gabbana brand’s DNA.
00
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CYO Ombre Lipstick, £5,
www.boots.com

Two

shades
This revolutionary line of power-couple
in one
lipsticks is ideal to create a mix-and-match
pout. With four different ways to apply, the
half-and-half stick’s highly pigmented colours
can be used separately, together or blended to for a bold
ombre style. There are four long-lasting shades available.

Natural Siberica Black
Cleansing Face Mask, £13.99,
www.naturalsiberica.co.uk
This mask clarifies the complexion, revealing
the brightness of dry and sensitive skin while
preserving skin balance. The charcoal in
the mixture draws out impurities and opens
pores, while the organic rosemary infuses
tannins and microelements that help to
moisten skin. The result is skin that feels
replenished and softer.

Shiseido Future Solution LX
Total Radiance Foundation,
£75, www.johnlewis.com
This luxury foundation contains a
diffusion of micro powders that reveal
new advances in terms of optics to
perfect the skin’s radiance. These
powders diffuse a halo of light across
the face, highlighting skin’s natural
glow, as well as absorbing light
spectrums that can give skin a dull
appearance. Guaranteed luminosity
and shine-free skin throughout the day.

George
Eye Velvet in
Ultraviolet, £2,
www.asda.com

In celebration of the Pantone colour of
the year, why not include a bold ultraviolet
shade into your wedding-day make-up
bag? This affordable colour-rich powder
blends smoothly and can work as part of a
refreshed smoky eye combination.
00
25/03/2018 21:49

Pixi
Jasmine Oil
Blend, £26,
www.pixibeauty.co.uk
The soothing jasmine extracts in
this miracle oil help to calm and
restore stressed and unbalanced skin.
Simply massage a couple of drops
onto cleansed, toned skin as part of
your daily morning and night
beauty ritual to help recover your
complexion’s dewy glow. For an
extra boost of hydration, add
the drops to moisturiser
before applying.

Iconic London Sculpt & Boost
Eyebrow Cushion, £26.99,
www.iconiclondoninc.com
This innovative two-shade liquid brow
compact allows you to create effortless
looking arches. The first-of-its-kind, cushionlike dispensing system allows your brush to
become fully saturated in each of the rich,
pigmented colours that are both smudge
proof and sweat resistant to ensure longlasting eyebrows. Each cushion also contains
Vitamin E to help stimulate natural growth.

Guerlain Météorites
CC Glow
Highlighter, £27,
www.escentual.com
Texture-enriched with the
Precious Rejuvenating
Effect Complex, these
highlighters leave
skin bright and even.
Thanks to ‘tone-touring’
– a combination of
contouring and colour
correction – complexion
is corrected, more
balanced, and
imperfections
are subtly erased.

Optiat Feel Great
Mouthwatering
Mandarin Coffee
Scrub, £9.99,
www.optiat.co.uk
Made from the finest Arabica
coffee grounds, this body
scrub by nature-friendly
beauty brand Optiat will
have you feeling tip-top
in no time. Made from
discarded coffee grounds
from London cafes, this ecofriendly coffee scrub gently
exfoliates leaving your skin
soft and smooth and your
conscience squeaky clean.

Starskin Dreamkiss mask, £8.50,
www.beautybay.com
Pucker up and get pillow-soft, kissable
lips in time for the big day with this
plumping and hydrating bio-cellulose
mask. This nourishing lip sheet also
diminishes any fine lines around the
mouth, making it ideal for brides-to-be
wanting a Hollywood-worthy pout for
the wedding photography.

Organic Shop Avocado &
Honey Hair Mask, £2.49,
www.organicshopuk.co.uk

Give your tresses a bit of TLC with
this luxurious hair mask. Made with
organic avocado oil and organic
honey, it’ll help restore your hair
from root to tip, while enhancing
its structure and softness for a
beautiful attractive glow.

Cocoa Brown
One-Hour Dark Tan
Mousse, £7.99,
www.superdrug.com
The award-winning Cocoa
Brown brand welcomes its
highly anticipated dark shade
to the line, ensuring that bridesto-be of all complexions can
achieve their tanning goals. The
easy-to-apply One-Hour Tan
Mousse range has already sold
4.5million bottles and counts
Little Mix, Olivia Buckland and
Khloe Kardashian as fans.
Urban Veda Radiance Replenishing
Night Cream, £19.99,
www.urbanveda.com
Naturally brightening botanicals such
as turmeric, papaya and goji berries are
enriched with anti-inflammatory peptides to
impart skin luminosity, while balancing and
correcting signs of hyperpigmentation. This
deeply moisturising cream is rich with almond
oil, phytonutrients and antioxidants, which
work together to repair and restore overnight.

CYO Eyeliner Marker Pen, £4.50, www.boots.com

Perfect for brides-to-be opting for a retro make-up look, this three-pronged pen is designed
to create easy feline flicks and graphic eye looks. Fast drying, water resistant and long lasting,
it’s sure to withstand your wedding-vow tears and stay put until after the last dance.

spring/summer 2018
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FORRESTER PARK

Let us help you turn your wedding dreams into reality

Stunning venue ~ Welcoming staff ~ Great food
But don’t just take our word for it …
“The staff and Katie were
amazing throughout
the whole process”

“We couldn’t have wished
for a better venue to
hold our wedding”

“The professionalism of your team was second to none,
they were relaxed and attentive throughout”
“A truly wonderful venue with an amazing team”
Katie, our wedding co-ordinator, would love to hear from you!
Call her on 01621 891406 or email katie@forrester-park.co.uk

Forrester Park, Great Totham, nr Maldon, Essex CM9 8EA
www.forrester-park.co.uk/weddings

095_AB28.indd 1

“We’ll have no hesitation
in recommending
Forrester Park”

“A lovely carefree
wedding in a beautiful,
relaxed setting”

“The food was delicious, the staff friendly and
helpful and the venue was perfect”
“Went above and beyond to make our
wedding day so special”
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The rest is history

A

Say your vows at Shuttleworth

5,000-acre site in the heart of rural
Bedfordshire, with rolling parkland
vistas and steeped in compelling history,
Shuttleworth offers an extraordinary setting for
weddings and celebrations all year round. Built on
the site of Warden Abbey, a monastery founded in the
time of the Doomsday book, the heritage site offers
a choice of three stunning venues for your nuptials.
Whether you opt for a smaller, intimate ceremony or
an opulent gathering for up to 2,000 guests on the
estate, you’re guaranteed a truly unforgettable big day.

STATELY CELEBRATIONS
Standing elegantly amidst acres of historic rolling
parkland, The House, a Grade II* listed Jacobeanstyle home built in 1872, makes for a stately and
prestigious big-day venue. Ceremonies of up to 200
guests and seated wedding breakfast receptions for up
to 150 guests can be hosted in an array of rooms, five
of which are licensed for ceremonies. When choosing
The House, guests are offered full exclusivity of the
property. There’s also the option to host your vows in
the delightful Summer House, with views over the lily
pond and the sunken garden. The Summer House can
host parties of up to 60 guests. Alternatively, to take
full advantage of the abundance of beautiful parkland,
guests are offered the opportunity to erect a tipi or
marquee to entertain up to 2,000 guests.

SWISS BLISS
The Swiss Garden at Shuttleworth was created
between 1824 and 1832. The garden is a rare survivor
of a Regency garden in the ‘Swiss Picturesque’ style.
It was first opened to the public in 1982 and has
often been described as a hidden gem. The Grotto
& Fernery and the Swiss Cottage are both licensed
for wedding ceremonies. Ornate bridges, ponds and
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Shuttleworth in a nutshell

 A multi-venue historic estate
 Capacity for up to 2,000 guests
 Picturesque garden features
and wildlife
 15 en-suite bedrooms available for guests
 BP Complimentary wedding planner
rustic buildings – as well as varied wildlife – are
dotted around the nine-acre garden, offering
a range of opportunities to take beautiful and
memorable photographs of your day. Ceremonies
for up to 70 guests can be hosted within the
garden. Arrangements can also be made for a
drinks and canapé reception on the east lawn.

ON THE WINGS OF LOVE
Hangar 3 is normally used to house aircraft
and automobile museum exhibits from Richard
Shuttleworth’s renowned collection, making it
an ideal canvas to showcase the most individual
of celebrations. As an extra-special touch for
those with a particular interest in the Collection,
select pieces can be exhibited around your set-up,
allowing you and your guests a rare opportunity
to connect with the magic of early aviation. For
those looking to dress their wedding in their
own unique way, arrangements can be made for
Hangar 3 to be available for exclusive private hire.
The space can comfortably accommodate up to
130 guests. A number of vintage vehicles from
The Collection are also available to hire for your
special day.

BE OUR GUESTS
As a multi-venue property, the estate offers the
opportunity to host your ceremony and your
reception in more than one location. Regardless
of which package you opt for – which include
Deluxe, Elite and Dry-Hire, to name just three
– all weddings at Shuttleworth are offered with
the close assistance of an experienced wedding
planner, to assist in the lead up to and during the
wedding – this is a complimentary service offered
to ensure that your nuptials live up to you and
your partner’s dreams.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 01767 627917, email
weddings@shuttleworth.org or visit
www.shuttleworth.org
thehouseshuttleworth
@TheHouse_OW
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P
Cromwell
MANOR

P

Cromwell Manor

is a beautiful 15th
century manor house,
set in 23 acres of land in
rural Essex. Steeped in
history, the venue offers
a truly romantic spot
for your wedding day.

P
Cromwell Manor is an
exclusive-use venue,
offering couples a truly
personal and private
big day. The dedicated
wedding coordinators
and on-site team will be
delighted to ensure that
your big day is perfect.

P

T: 01268 559 772 E: cromwellmanor@ugroup.co.uk

www.cromwellmanor.co.uk

Houchins is an intimate and romantic wedding venue
with the choice of stylish accommodation.

High House Barns
NESTLED IN SIX ACRES OF SPECTACULAR
LANDSCAPED GARDENS, HIGH HOUSE BARNS
OFFER A ROMANTICALLY RUSTIC SETTING
FOR BIG DAY FESTIVITIES.

Exclusively yours for the day, Houchins is set in
beautiful grounds just outside Coggeshall, easily
accessible to Essex, Suffolk and London.
Our award-winning team are on-hand to ensure
you have the perfect wedding day.

As well as being fully licensed for weddings and civil
ceremonies, High House is also an exclusive-use
venue, meaning couples can feel completely at
ease in a location that’s their own for the day.
With in-house décor and catering available,
it’s possible to tailor a High House wedding
to suit your specific tastes and requirements for
a one-of-a-kind celebration.

7

T:01268 559 772 E: contact@highhousebarns.org

WWW.HIGHHOUSEBARNS.ORG
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Personally yours

Whatever the size, enjoy a truly intimate wedding day at Orsett Hall

I

magine holding your wedding day in the
peace and serenity of a country house, with
exquisite personalised service – you can have
all of this at Orsett Hall. The beautiful Georgianstyle hotel is set in 12 acres of landscaped gardens
in the Essex countryside, within easy reach of the
M25 and just 40 minutes from central London.
Orsett Hall’s wedding gift to you is to ensure all
your big day will be remembered forever.

All under one roof
Orsett Hall has been looking after brides and
grooms on their special day for more than 30
years and offers every luxury you can imagine in
one location. With its superb facilities including
five opulent bridal suites, spacious banqueting
rooms for 30 to 400 guests, 56 lavish bedrooms,
a stunning state-of-the-art spa, a garden brasserie
and the relaxing Café Sartoria, Orsett Hall has
everything needed for that special day. Its rustically
furnished wedding chapel is fully licenced
and awash with flowers, complete a beautiful
viewing gallery for a truly romantic setting. The
hotel’s four function suites are licensed for civil
ceremonies and ideal for weddings of all sizes, with
each one having its own stunning surroundings
for those big-day snaps.
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Every little detail
From the moment you visit Orsett Hall, the
dedicated wedding coordinators will offer a oneon-one personal service taking you through to
the big day. Planning meetings are held regularly,
with members of the team always on hand,
via telephone or email, to answer any
questions that come up, however big
or small. They’ll be with you every
Orsett Hall in
step of the way at the wedding,
a nutshell
ensuring that your dream day
 Fully licensed for
runs smoothly. The venue’s
civil ceremonies
whole team will work tirelessly
 Capacity for up to 400 guests
to meet all of you and your
 On-site wedding chapel
groom’s needs – as well as those
 Kukana spa and
of your guests – to ensure that
hair salon
you’re all free to enjoy this
once-in-a-lifetime occasion and
create lasting memories.
As well as first-class wedding planning, Orsett
Hall has many on-site supplier facilities that will
ease the organising of your special day, including
that some couples wish to use their own caterers
a bridal boutique for you and your mother and
and that it’s often difficult to find a venue that
your wedding party, a hair salon, florist and décor
allows this, it’s part of the venue’s customer service
studio and classic car showroom.
to acknowledge this, and for this reason, the hotel
has put together a venue-only package. Orsett
Hall has partnerships with self-catering experts
Food glorious food
and local suppliers, and together they will discuss
The venue’s talented chefs have created some
the happy couple’s needs, to help create that
mouth-watering wedding menus. The style of
magical day, whatever their cultural background
cooking at Orsett Hall is traditionally English,
or religion.
but the chefs are very accommodating if the
bride and groom have special requests. The team
can supply flexible catering options that allow
FOR MORE INFORMATION
couples to decide on every detail of their wedding
Call 01375 891 402, email
breakfast, including a pre-wedding tasting.
weddings@orsetthall.co.uk or visit
www.orsetthall.co.uk
Orsett Hall Hotel
It’s all about you
@OrsettHall
The team at Orsett Hall knows that your wedding
@orsetthall
is all about you and your partner’s personalities,
traditions, heritage and culture and understand
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ALL inclusive
weddings from just

£3690!
T’s and C’s apply.

Call us now on 01892 520 587
to arrange a
private viewing

WEDDING OPEN DAY
Sunday 23rd September 2018
11.00am - 3.00pm
A fantastic opportunity to
view One Warwick Park as
well as meet some of our
recommended suppliers
Please visit
www.onewarwickpark.co.uk
to register your interest.

One Warwick Park FPA ABM28.indd 1
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Sheer elegance
Turn your big day into a luxury experience with One Warwick Park

W

hether you’re considering an
extravagant celebration or an intimate
reception for your nearest and
dearest, One Warwick Park Hotel – voted Kent’s
Boutique Venue of the Year 2017 – is a stylish
blank canvas for your one-of-a-kind big-day.
Nestled in the Pantiles district of charming old spa
town Royal Tunbridge Wells, the contemporary
elegance of this converted boutique venue is
complemented with original details, such as a
glass atrium, traditional beams, an underground
art tunnel and feature gallery, which are sure
to impress your guests and offer up fantastic
photograph opportunities.
With 142sqm of reception space and a licence to
host both wedding ceremonies and receptions, all
of your memories can be made under one roof at
One Warwick Park. The hotel can accommodate
wedding parties of up to 120 seated guests, and
180 people for your evening reception. The venue
benefits from a dedicated adjoining bar area, which
offers additional space for guests to mingle.
The venue’s dedicated events team – which is
at the forefront of 2018’s wedding trends – can
provide you with an unparalleled level of service
and the essential attention to detail to make
your big-day planning a smooth success. With
close relationships with Tunbridge Wells’ most
prestigious wedding floristry, décor, bridal and
beauty suppliers, they can recommend contacts to

suit your specifications. You can rest assured that all
aspects of your special day will be taken care of by
One Warwick Park’s dedicated wedding & events
host, so you can relax and enjoy every minute of
your special day.
The wedding breakfast is also in safe hands.
The hotel’s highly skilled, creative chefs, will be
on-site to deliver your catering, which includes
a complimentary taster session for you and your
partner to personally choose and sample your food
and drink menu prior to the big day.
And once the celebrations wind down? You and
your guests won’t have far to go, as the hotel boasts
39 beautiful, individually-styled bedrooms and
suites, which have been developed with comfort
and luxury in mind. The elegantly decorated
suites have some traditional period features,
while the Townhouse rooms offer luxury
contemporary comfort.
The venue is also home to an exceptional duplex
suite, which presents the ideal space for the bridal
party to pamper themselves before the ceremony,
ensuring you and your wedding party is taken care
of from the eve of the special day, right through to
the morning after.
One Warwick Park’s attractively priced wedding
packages include everything you could want from
a day that will last a lifetime. On selected dates,
the venue’s wedding pricing starts from as little
as £3,690.

What you need
to know

 Grade II listed venue
 Neutral décor
 Dedicated adjoining bar
 Capacity for 120 ceremony attendees
 Capacity for 180 evening guests
 Overnight accommodation for guests

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 01892 520 587, email
info@onewarwickpark.co.uk or visit
www.onewarwickpark.co.uk
onewarwickpark
@onewarwickpark
@onewarwickpark
spring/summer 2018 103
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Real Wedding

How sorcha
& dwain said

“ I do”
Sorcha, 29 and Dwain, 35
decided that Braxted Park was
the perfect backdrop for their
sophisticated nuptials

I

t all began when I started working at a secondary
school and struck up a friendship with Dean,
the IT teacher. Dean is Dwain’s cousin – and best
man. He kept telling me that he had a perfect guy for
me to meet. Initially I was hesitant, but after months and
months of Dean’s pestering, I agreed to exchange numbers
with Dwain. After a couple of weeks of talking on the phone,
I suggested we meet up as we hadn’t even seen a picture of one
another yet! We knew there was interest there, but were unsure if it
was romantic. Looking back, it was really nice to take the time to get
to know someone for who they are rather than what they look like.
Happily, when we finally met there was a definite a spark and physical
attraction. However, Dwain was playing it cool, which only served to
make me even more curious about him.
Dwain proposed at Terminal 4, Heathrow Airport, as he knows I
wanted a grand gesture. I’m very hard to surprise so he couldn’t get
away with anything cliché because I’d cotton on to it. We’d booked a
weekend in the Canary Islands after. Dwain called ahead to the hotel
and they arranged a Champagne dinner and luxury suite for us. I was
so surprised! We spent the plane journey crying with joy and the whole
holiday was all the more special for being engaged.
It was gut instinct that made us opt for Braxted Park. The venue is
beautiful and the professional staff were keen to help make our special
day run smoothly. Michelle Rider was so helpful and supportive in
the lead-up, and Tiffany was also excellent on the day. We wanted our
wedding to be somewhere with lots of open space and some wildlife.
We thought that our guests might get restless if they’re expected to be
in one place for a long time, for example, when we were having our
couple photography done, so we wanted them to feel free to roam.
My older sister, childhood best friend, teenage best friends and
university friend were all my bridesmaids. It was difficult to find
a dress everyone liked as they all have different body shapes, tastes
and ideas of what suit them. Eventually, we settled on something that
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flattered everyone by choosing a floor-length, nude-pink gown with an
elegant, complementary neckline.
The bridesmaids and groomsmen all made entrances to songs
that reflect their personalities – the best man walked in to Hot in
Herre by Nelly and danced accordingly, with his jacket coming off
by the end. The bridesmaids and groomsmen also had a dance-off
which both gained some laughs, and even got our guests out of their
chairs too.
A string quartet played a mixture of classical and contemporary music
at church and during the drink reception while our guests were served
canapés. We also had a MC; he told jokes and arranged a Mr & Mrs-style
quiz on the dancefloor with us sat back-to-back. At around 8pm, we gave out
sparklers before changing into traditional Nigerian wear to make our grand
entrance – to the sound of Afrobeat – for the second half of the evening.
The evening’s playlist featured a mixture of R’n’B, neo soul, reggae, Afrobeat,
dancehall and garage.
We had mini demijohns of Uncle Franks rum punch and flavoured
gins which were a massive hit. Dwain’s uncle makes his homebrewed rum
punch and grows his own gooseberries in garden and other fruits and herbs
to flavour gins. We also had a drinks reception, a selection of wines on
table and open bar, as well as another trestle table behind the bar with lots
more rum punch to keep our guests going. We had a traditional European
wedding breakfast to accommodate the Irish side of my family, and an AfroCaribbean meal in the evening for my Nigerian side and Dwain’s St Lucian
and Trinidadian family.
The biggest drama I had before the wedding was getting a wedding
dress for the day! I originally ordered a dress in January 2017. The service
was terrible and I was left without a dress a week before the wedding, and
ended up spending those last few days frantically searching all around the
M25 for a dress. As I’m over 5’10’’, it was difficult to find something long
enough. Although the dress I finally found hadn’t been my first choice,
I was happy in it on the day. I got the money paid for the original dress
back after hard pressing and paid half price for the dress I wore – thanks to
Abigail’s Collection for helping me at such short notice. Then, on the day, the
hairdresser forgot to bring my hair pins, so all my bridesmaids combined their
spare earrings and some gypsophila to create a pretty hair decoration!
The videographer captured Dwain saying, “If happiness was measurable,
mine would be immeasurable.” That pretty much sums up the wedding
for us both! I couldn’t believe the day had finally come after a full year of
planning. When we were exchanging our vows, it felt like we were in our
own underwater bubble. It was so special standing there, looking into each
other’s eyes.
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Real Wedding

sorcha and dwain's

Little Black Book
Bride’s dress: Trophy by Modeca from
Abigail’s Collection
www.abigailscollection.co.uk
Hair: Tesha Lewis, the bride’s childhood
friend www.instagram.com/tresses.bytesha
Make-up: Tesha Lewis
www.instagram.com/teshlewis
Bridesmaids’ dresses: ASOS www.asos.com
Groom’s suit hire: Moss Bros.
www.moss.co.uk
Transport: Nixon Cars www.nixons.uk.com
Venue: Braxted Park
www.braxtedparkweddings.co.uk
Catering: Acclaim Food
www.acclaimfood.co.uk
Evening buffet: Eat Jollof
www.eatjollof.co.uk
Cake: Butterfly Icing
www.butterflyicing.co.uk
Flowers: W Flowers www.wflowers.co.uk
Save The Date stationery: Zazzle
www.zazzle.com
Seating plan, place-cards and menus:
Ami Anderson, a friend of the couple
DJ: DJ Adelmar Pereira of Signature
Sounds www.signaturesounds.co.uk
Music: The Wedding String Quartet
www.theweddingstringquartet.com
Photography: Simply Photographic
www.simplyphotographic.co.uk
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Essex Wedding Awards

The Essex

Wedding Awards

FF

It’s Time To Enter
The Essex Wedding Awards!
If you're an engaged couple, we know finding your dream suppliers is the key to
creating the perfect wedding day. To help you get one step closer to your ideal
big day, please make sure to visit our website to access some of the best wedding
suppliers in the county: www.essexweddingawards.co.uk
All companies listed on The Essex Wedding Awards website will have gone
through the formal process of telling the judges about how their business operates,
its key features and benefits. Most importantly, they’ll have also demonstrated the
hard work and professionalism necessary to offer engaged Essex couples a fantastic
service.You can also easily identify them within this publication - and as well as
other magazines and trade fairs - by looking out for our pink Essex Wedding
Awards Heart logo.

2019

How to enter
If you're a wedding supplier, based in Essex
and think your business deserves recognition
for all its' hard work, then please do consider
entering. The process is simple. Just visit our
website, www.essexweddingawards.co.uk,
select the category (ies) of interest and write
your submission based upon the pre-written
criteria you'll find there. Your entry will be
acknowledged upon receipt and the closing
date is Monday 12th October 2018. Every year,
we receive letters and emails from companies
whose business and brand has significantly
grown as a direct result of becoming a finalist
or winner and, by November 2018, you too
could be the proud owner of one of our
coveted Pink Hearts!
We're proud to again be hosting our awards
evening at Orsett Hall Hotel, which will be
providing reception drinks, canapes and a
three-course dining experience for our blacktie event, to be staged on the evening of 29th
November. Thanks also go to Scarlett Heart
Weddings & Events which will be providing
splendid room décor for our next event too.
Over the course of the coming year, we'll
be bringing you lots of news, views, tips and
opportunities to find out more, so don’t forget
to follow us on Facebook: Essex Wedding
Awards, or on Twitter: @karinallfree and if
you're planning your wedding right now, we
wish you the best of luck for your big day –
you're in good hands.

The Essex Wedding Awards are supported by Essex County Council, Southend on Sea Borough Council and
Thurrock Council. Our sole Media Partner is Main Event Wedding Shows Ltd, publisher of Absolute Bridal
magazine. For all enquiries, please contact the Essex Wedding Awards team on 01622 474011.
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Beauty

All of the lights

www.pronovias.com

Want to look and feel fresh faced for the wedding photos? Look no further
than the CACI Synergy Purifying facial. Targeting blemishes, pigmentation,
this 45-minute treatment will leave you with a clear, glowing complexion.
Combining anti-bacterial and anti-inflammatory red and blue LED light
therapy with microcurrents to help heal the skin and trigger tissue repair,
this revolutionary – and bizarrely relaxing – facial starts with a light peel,
before moving on to microdermabrasion with light therapy throughout.
The red light boosts collagen, oxygen and blood circulation, which is great
for plumping and tightening the skin. Meanwhile, the blue light is antibacterial and soothing, making it great for acne and sensitive skin sufferers.
The next stage is the wrinkle comb, which uses short, sharp currents to
bring collagen and oxygen to the skin’s surface, alongside nourishing
amino-peptides. Next comes the cooling hydro-mask, with active
ingredients such as hyaluronic acid and flower oils that are pushed deeper
into the skin with hydro-tone
rollers. To finish, serum, eye cream
and sun protection are applied.
For pigmentation and age spots,
repeated sessions are advised.
However, if you’re looking to perk
up your skin for your big day, a
facial booked a few days prior to
the event will ensure you’ll be able
make the most of the treatment.
Priced at £80 per treatment, book
an appointment with Seduire
London Beauty Clinic at
www.seduireclinics.com

get the glow
Boost your summer bridal look with
these beauty-boosting treatments

Before

Lashing out

After

If you’re as bad at applying fake eyelashes as we are, why
not opt for a treatment that will make the most of your
natural assets? London-based beauty salon, Browhaus offers
the Lash Curl Up service, which includes a semi-permanent
eyelash perm and tint. The beautician matches your lash
length to the appropriate curling rod to ensure that you get
the best volume boost possible. Settle back for a 30-minute
treatment, with solutions being applied to first curl, then
set, with a further 15 to 20 minutes being needed for the
tinting stage. On completion, you’ll find that your improved
eyelashes are much longer, appear thicker and really open up
your eyes, enhancing your natural beauty. The effects last for
around 6 to 8 weeks,
which will keep you
fluttering your lustrous
lashes all through
the honeymoon!
For bookings and
more details on the
treatment, go to
www.browhaus.com
110

Fluff trade

As the season changes, it’s time to revive dull skin with dermaplaning – the
latest luminous, facial treatment available at Woodford Medical. The practice is
gaining traction as it’s a safe, non-invasive, painless method that removes peach
fluff – technically known as vellus hair – on the face. It has the added bonus of
eliminating the top layer of skin cells providing a really thorough double cleanse
and exfoliation, adding lustre to dry winter skin. Beneficial for the effective and
efficient absorption of skin peels and products, the facial is suitable for most
skin types, especially sun-damaged, dull and tired complexions. One session
is priced at £150, while a course of six treatments is £695. For appointments,
bookings and more details, go to www.woodfordmedical.com
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T: 07715205988
weddingphotographercg.com
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Specialising in vintage & quirky weddings
All of our packages include our top quality personal service
that we pride ourselves on.
We are qualified, full time, professional and award winning
photographers with over 12 years experience.

T: 01245 600967 / 07808 954 956
E: info@seweddingphotography.co.uk
69 Well Lane, Galleywood,
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 8QZ

www.seweddingphotography.co.uk
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Grooms
Freelancer RW1212,
£1,795, Raymond Weil
www.raymond-weil.com/en

Bleeker watch, £250, Coach
www.thewatchshop.com

Heritage series watch, £495, Movado
www.movado.co.uk

Splurge

Will watch in blue canvas,
£149, Tommy Hilfiger
uk.tommy.com

The
t i m e
of your
l i f e

Precision watch in rose gold and
silver, £260, Paul Smith
www.paulsmith.com

Save

Why not help your man shine on
the big day by treating him to one of
these tricked-up timepieces?
Boss Black 1513281 watch,
£299, Hugo Boss
www.bosswatches.co.uk

Black leather watch,
£30, Topman
www.topman.com

Mechanical watch, £140,
Hammond & Co at Debenhams
www.debenhams.com

Spend
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Ultra Slim stainless-steel watch,
£189, Rotary
www.rotarywatches.com

Koppel Chronograph watch,
£895, Georg Jensen
www.amara.com
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A husband and wife team, providing relaxed and natural photography / video unique to you.

L

CONTACT US:
T: 07732181365 E: LANDLPHOTOGRAPHYVIDEO@GMAIL.COM
W: WWW.LANDLPHOTOGRAPHYVIDEO.CO.UK

L

Studio1
PhotograPhy

Studio1 Photography – for an all-inclusive premium package that
includes everything you could imagine and more at a standard price!
- unlimited
photography
- Free engagement
shoot
- Special surprise
FREE gift

www.studio1photo.co.uk | info@studio1photo.co.uk | 07958 224507
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Clifford suit in charcoal, £995 |
Chester Barrie | www.chesterbarrie.co.uk

Lighten up
This season, grooms should
shun black for suits in shades of
cream, grey, blue and pastel pink
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Grooms
Jacket £100
and trousers
£40 | www.topman.com

Elverton suit in navy, £750 | Chester
Barrie | www.chesterbarrie.co.uk

Ties £89 | Penrose London |
www.penrose-london.com
Jacket, £65 and
trousers, £40 |
River Island |
www.riverisland.com

Red Ducks bow tie, £20 | Hammond & Co
at Debenhams | www.debenhams.com

Jacket, £120
and trousers
£40 |
www.topman.com

Wool-rich
three-piece suit,
£289 |
Remus Uomo |
www.remusuomo.com

Ditsy-print shirt,
£34 | Next
| www.next.com
Jacket, £189, trousers, £95 and waistcoat,
£65 | Remus Uomo | www.remusuomo.com
Jacket, £80, shirt, £30
and trousers, £40 |
Burton | www.burton.co.uk

Grooms.indd 117

Blue suede boat shoes, £65 | Hammond &
Co at Debenhams | www.debenhams.com

Brown brogues, £100 | J by
Jasper Conran at Debenhams
| www.debenhams.com
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Wedding photography is more than
just images of a single day. It’s the
telling of your love story, the
celebration of you as a couple and
the memories you have built
together and will continue to build.
If you are looking for someone to
capture your wedding memories in
a beautiful, relaxed and natural
style, then we would love to hear
from you.
Amanda & Hutch
x
www.amandakarenphotography.co.uk
ww
hello@amandakarenphotography.co.uk
07491 664451
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Honeymoons

The jungle nook
Ritz-Carlton has created another corner of luxury paradise, this
time amidst the lush greenery of Langkawi’s beachfront
Set in a tranquil private bay, the new RitzCarlton Langkawi is the ultimate paradise
destination for honeymooners looking to get
away from it all. Surrounded by an ancient
jungle, this Malaysian beachfront retreat
is sheltered by trees and gently lapped by
the Andaman Sea. Designed to reflect the
beauty and vibrancy of the nearby traditional
villages – which are known as Kampongs – it
incorporates influences from local culture,
creating a distinctly luxurious retreat with an
authentic touch.
The resort has been carefully created to fully
immerse travellers in the island’s natural
ecosystem and local culture. Spacious
interiors in the 70 guest rooms, 15 suites and
29 villas are framed by delicate references
to Malay architecture, which can be seen
in the intricately-designed features, large
windows and gabled roofs. The
rooms’ vertical lines fully
integrate the living spaces
into the surrounding
jungle, while elegant
overwater villas
offer panoramic
views across the
horizon, perfect for
taking in one of
Langkawi’s infamously
romantic sunsets.
Intended to allow guests

to soak up the island’s rich culture and beauty
from their first moment, the resort’s Walkway
of Wishes entrance offers a warm welcome
with a water fountain inspired by the island’s
mystical granter of wishes, Tasik Dayang
Bunting – otherwise known as The Lake of
Pregnant Maiden. Each guest is invited to
write their wishes on a flat stone, which is
then placed into the water in the hope that
it’ll come true, as the first of many special
memories to be created during their stay.
During the golden hours of sunrise and
sunset, guests can enjoy a contemporary
performance of an ancient tarian payang on
the beach, a traditional gesture of thanks and
respect for the rich bounty of the sea and
land. Guided jungle walks reveal the myths
and creatures of the surrounding rainforest,
while learning the graceful silat moves of
ancient Malay warriors allows couples to
tap into the magic of Langkawi legends.
Honeymooners looking to experience
Langkawi’s vibrant blend of local cultures
can partake in a visit to one of the local night
markets, where they can sample an array
of traditional Malay, Chinese and Indian
delicacies and crafts.
The resort is home to four distinct dining
venues, each overlooking the glistening
Andaman Sea offering striking views from
sunrise to sunset. From the blend of Malay,
Chinese and Indian cuisine in Langkawi
Kitchen, to western favourites in the Beach
Grill, and Chinese seafood in Hai Yan, there
are options to delight the palates of all.
Onsite facilities allow health and fitness
fanatics to enjoy a range of active pursuits,
including an outdoor tennis court, a fullyequipped gym and an infinity pool, while
indoor and outdoor yoga offers 180-degree
views of the rainforest and classes led by
qualified instructors. Those looking to explore
the area can try deep-sea fishing or a sailing

adventure through the archipelago of
islands, and the hotel’s private cove
provides direct access to the island’s
famed diving sites.
The resort’s spa treatments have been
devised to restore equilibrium within
body, mind and soul with an infusion
of traditional local elements and rituals
inspired by indigenous healing and
beauty ceremonies practised by the
island’s shamans for centuries. Home to
five cocoon-shaped pavilions which float
above the sea and have been designed
to resemble the intricately woven fish
traps that have been used by local
fishermen, each pavilion is surrounded
by a circular platform with breath-taking
ocean views.
A romantic getaway with fascinating
culture, awe-inspiring natural
beauty, endless activities, delicious
cuisine, heavenly spa treatments and
unforgettable views – what more could
newlyweds ask for from the holiday of
a lifetime?

For more information and reservation enquiries, go to www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/malaysia/langkawi
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Honeymoons

On top of
the world

Whether you need to squeeze in some couple’s kite surfing
on your honeymoon or a photographer to commemorate your
Parisian proposal, Debbie Hunt of Not Just Travel has got
you covered. She tells us why every couple should opt for this
personalised service for their once-in-a-lifetime getaway

A

s a Not Just Travel
franchise owner, what
holiday-planning services
do you offer couples?
I offer a personalised honeymoon and
wedding service, meeting up with
couples to go through their ideas,
ensuring it’s tailored to their tastes and
requirements. I can also organise stag
and hen weekends with a difference.
When did you realise that there
was a market for this kind of
holiday planning?
I have a travel franchise and can offer all
sorts of trips and holidays to everyone,
but I was finding that many couples
really appreciated that personal touch
when wedding or honeymoon planning.
It’s a holiday that’s so individual from
couple to couple, why shouldn’t you be
able to make your honeymoon exactly
what you want?

It sounds like you offer a very
comprehensive service! Have you
had any over-the-top demands?
Nothing is an over-the-top demand, I
love to organise things that are a little
bit different for my clients. Recently
I have needed to reorganise travel
transfers so a couple could incorporate
a kite surfing session into their trip, and
I helped another client that was wanting
to propose in Paris find a photographer.
It’s all part of the service.
What destinations and suppliers
do you work with?
With access to all major suppliers for
Kuoni and Sandals, as well as more
tailor-made safari and specialist
120 ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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suppliers, we can create anything a
client wants in terms of a truly
special getaway.
Where do prices start for
travel consultancy?
Consultancy is free, I’m completely
independent and we’re paid by
suppliers upon booking.
How many times would you
normally consult with couples
over the period leading up to
their holiday?
As often as each client needs. It can be
like putting a puzzle together, getting
all of the elements of the trip to fit:
where and when, then hotels, tours and
added extras as we go. It can take time
to get there and to ensure the clients
have everything they wanted within
the budget.

honeymoon, great way to find out more
about your future spouse. What’s on both
of your bucket lists?
Do you have any destination
recommendations for couples
travelling in 2018?
Sri Lanka, South Africa and Mauritius are
really popular – they’re experiences that
are high on the agenda for keen travellers
seeking new experiences.

How far in advance is it best
for a couple to get in touch to
plan the honeymoon?
It’s never too early to get in touch, but
a year is great to give us time to go
through and build itineraries and access
the best range of hotels and flights.
What tips would you give an
engaged couple booking their
honeymoon now?
Give me a call, arrange a time to meet
up and have a think about what they
want as a couple to have as their dream
For more information and enquiries about planning your honeymoon, hen or stag weekend
with Not Just Travel, contact Debbie at debbie.hunt@notjusttravel.co.uk
or visit the website www.notjusttravel.co.uk/debbie-hunt
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Are you looking for A
bespoke Honeymoon,
Wedding AbroAd,
Co designed to ensure
tHAt it fits you botH
As A Couple.
i offer free personAlised
ConsultAtions At A time or
plACe Convenient to
you, by Appointment.

HEN & STAG

HONEYMOONS

WEDDINGS
I am an Independent Travel Agent based in Hertfordshire
offering Bespoke Honeymoons and Weddings Abroad.
I also offer Honeymoon gift lists.

0800 046 5113 / despina@ite.travel

www.theperfectdestination.co.uk
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Fashion
£65

£25

All the

PUT HIS BEST
FOOT FORWARD
A capsule collection of
groom and groomsmen
leather formal styles will also be
available, making Dune London
the ultimate destination for
affordable luxury footwear
and accessories for the
entire wedding party.

heels

£130

£175

Dune London unveils The Wedding Collection

This spring, Dune London has launched a variety of new lines that
are perfect for stylish brides-to-be and their bridal party. With
prices ranging from £20 to £250, this covetable collection offers
luxe details that won’t derail that wedding budget.

£99

HERE COMES THE BRIDE…

For brides, there’s an exquisite 15-piece ivory satin footwear range
alongside a range of matching clutch bags and accessories. Dune
London’s signature shoe designs are reworked in luxury ivory satin to
include a full range of heel heights and silhouettes; from high-heel
courts to kitten-heeled sling-backs and flat sandals, the collection
aims to suit both traditional and modern bridal looks.

£22

Designed for brides wanting to make a big-day entrance with an impact,
The Wedding Collection features bespoke embellishment, pearl-brooch
details and floral appliqué trims. Each design features latex and memoryfoam sock linings for added comfort and balance, ensuring that newlywed
ladies can dance well into the wedding night.

£120

Drawing inspiration from Hyde Park’s ornate Queen Elizabeth Gate, the
range will also include a limited-edition satin court, sandal and clutch bag
adorned with winding blooms studded with delicate rhinestones
and pearls.The Wedding Collection will also feature a full range of
accessories, from matching satin clutch bags to jewelled
shoe clips, fine jewellery and faux fur stoles.

£99

£60

£95

£75

The Wedding Collection now also offers a wider selection of footwear and accessories for the whole bridal party. Designed with the mother of the bride and
bridesmaids in mind, a colour wheel of eight luxury satin shades will be introduced to kitten-heel courts, high-heel sandals and matching box clutch bags.
From navy blue and dove grey to pale pink and pillar-box red, each shade has been carefully chosen to complement the bride on her big day.

To view and shop the full collection, visit www.dunelondon.com
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Personal. Unique. Exceptional.

a

Start your marriage with a meal aS unique aS you are.
available for both wedding breakfaStS and evening receptionS.

ContaCt us for more information
www.Carpediempizzas.Com | info@Carpediempizzas.Com | @Carpediempizzasltd
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Wedding favours

The sweet spot

The Rock People will treat your wedding
guests to favours with a difference
Do you want to gift your guests with a oneof-a-kind favour that speaks to their sweet
tooth? Look no further than The Rock People
– the personalised rock specialists who have
been delighting wedding parties since 2004.
Inspired by the popularity of the rock
favours at his wedding, Andy joined forces
with John – the Brighton Pier rock-shop
owner who provided these sweet treats – to
start up The Wedding Rock Shop website,
so that they could offer couples truly
individual wedding favours. Starting small, the
business has now expanded to offer a broad
selection of truly delicious pre-made and
customised confectionery to celebrate and
commemorate couples’ big days.

Rock and roll

You can customise your candied creations
and their label design to match your big-day
colour palette. Couples can also choose a
flavour and decide what you want the
entre to read.
For the label, all that’s needed is the image,
your names, the wedding date and any other
text you’d like to include. The Rock People
team are happy to work with you on the

label until you’re totally satisfied with the
design, offering many templates and options
to choose from. Some couples like their
rock favours to double up as place settings,
with each guest’s name on the label. This is
at an extra cost of 50p per label. Full pricing
information for orders can be found on
the website.
There’s a huge assortment of
flavours available covering
traditional to modern tastes,
including peppermint,
spearmint, tutti frutti,
mixed fruit, orange, lemon,
blackcurrant, buttermint,
pineapple, strawberry, raspberry,
lime, tropical, blueberry, peach,
rhubarb & custard, caramel, banana,
aniseed, kiwi fruit, chocolate mint, chocolate
lime, apple, cherry, butterscotch, orange &
pineapple, strawberries & cream, fruits of the
forest and pear.
When it comes to the centre, you can have
up to 16 letters and a heart at the core –
couples usually have their two names, with
the heart in the middle, or their names and
wedding date.
You can opt for rock sticks, rock sweets or
The Split, which is a mixture of rock sticks
and rock sweets – there are option
packages so you can decide how many
you want of each.

Ready to rock

The Rock People also has a great range
of different sweets that you can order
today, featuring classically cute romantic
captions such as ‘Mr & Mrs,’ ‘I Love You,’
and ‘Just Married.’

The team always keep a stock
of its most popular pre-made
wedding rock sweets, if you get
in touch to let them know how
many you want, your colour choice
and flavour, the company will dispatch them
in plenty of time for your wedding.

Spell it out

Although The Rock People is best known
for its pre-made and personalised rock and
lollipops, the business also offers a range
of delicious Belgian chocolate letters and
party favours. ‘Mr’ and ‘Mrs’ letters come
pre-packaged, but with the capacity to make
the entire alphabet, the team can craft any
message you want out of fine chocolate. If
you want a personalised message, simply
write it in the order form and they will create
a mock-up design and give you a price quote.
Along with letters, the company can also
carry a number of different chocolate
lollipops in a variety of wedding-themed
shapes, such as bride and groom outfits, a
bride and groom, hearts and wedding cake.
Each of these favours comes individually
wrapped and tied with a bow.

To order personalised favours, it’s a good idea to make enquiries as soon as possible, to ensure that The Rock People can fulfil
your order and design your label in plenty of time for the big day. Find out more by calling 01903 756 660, emailing
info@therockpeople.co.uk and visiting www.therockpeople.co.uk
00
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Real Wedding

How samantha
& simon said

“ I do”

Samantha, 30 and Simon, 50 chose
the charming intimacy of That
Amazing Place to host their
elegant Cinderella-inspired big day

S

imon and I met in a pub in Harlow amongst friends in
2005 and our relationship developed from there. We
had a weekend away in Bath in October 2012 and never looked
back. The connection was natural; laughter and compatible
personalities made us work perfectly as a couple. The attraction was
a bonus for us. We still feel exactly the same after five years.
It was a total shock to me when Simon proposed in Covent
Garden after three years together. Even though he arranged a
silver Rolls Royce to take us there, I still just assumed it was a lovely
birthday treat. Little did I know that Si had planned this wonderful
surprise for three months, all while having my beautiful rose-gold
diamond ring hand made by Garnier Jewellers in Hoddesdon,
Hertfordshire. He’d even planned for our families to be there after
our dinner. I was taken upstairs from our vaulted restaurant under
Covent Garden to a cocktail terrace where our families were awaiting
our arrival – by which point I was a blubbering wreck!
We chose That Amazing Place for a number of reasons.
The location was perfect, it’s very beautiful and met all our
accommodation needs. Following a viewing of the inside and
meeting the wedding coordinator Angie Roberts, we were hooked.
It’s a very intimate venue that truly caters for a couple’s every need.
The service was lovely, our dining hall was ideal and the layout was
just perfect for our 120 or so guests.
We chose the month of September to marry because the weather
is usually still great at that point of summer. It’s always a gamble in
the UK, but luck was on our side and we couldn't have had a better
day for it.
We wanted a Cinderella theme, but in a subtle way. We chose
the blue and gold as our colour palette for the décor and set about
sketching some ideas. Si made the table centre piece stands for the
flowers and we decorated them with butterflies and glitter bottle
favours. Our flowers were blue hydrangeas with blue delphiniums
and light gold roses. We opted for ivory table covers and chair sashes
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with gold napkins to suit the colour scheme. The tables were named
after characters from the film as Disney’s animated Cinderella film
is a favourite of mine. The name tags were baby blue with gold
butterflies and the iconic Disney font.
I had six bridesmaids in total. My sister Sarah was my maid
of honour, and my other sisters Shannon, Joanne and Alice
were bridesmaids, along with Si’s daughters, Starr and Chynna,
while Si’s grandson, Riley, was our page boy. Simon’s identical
twin granddaughters, Ayla and Cali and my nieces Kerry and
Rebecca were flower girls. The bridesmaids wore single-strap
dresses with floral rosettes in light blue chiffon, with Sarah
wearing the same dress in champagne. The girls chose the dresses
collectively. The flower girls’ dresses were from Monsoon in
gold and ivory.
The music we chose for the ceremony was a perfect match for both the
day’s theme and our personalities. We had River Flows in You by Yiruma
playing as my entrance music. We were able to time the girls’ walking in
to the music breaks very well too. After the ceremony, we walked out as
husband and wife to Woman I Love by Jason Mraz. We saw him at our
first concert together, so it was a significant choice for us. Throughout the
wedding breakfast we had Andre Rieu playing softly in the background.
With a large range of ages at most weddings we thought something soft
and subtle would be best. Our first dance was to Lee Ann Womack's I
Hope You Dance, which we both love.
We were both very nervous on the day even after two years of
preparation. The day goes so quickly too. Having lots of beautiful
photographs helps you to remember the details of the whole day is so
important. When we look back at snaps of us getting ready, it reminds us
how we were feeling that morning.
The cake was a great talking point, along with the dress and the suits.
Everything just came together so well. There were some errors, my name
was spelled wrong on my garter, and the wedding sign we had made had
the date as 3017 – just a few years out!
The whole day was so special. The venue staff were fantastic and
the caterers were outstanding. All the suppliers we worked with were
exceptional in every way, from suit hire to stationers. Louise and Rob
from Trebor Photography were brilliant; they blended in with our guests
and were both there to capture every moment.
Our main tips for couples planning their big day is plan intensely
and try not to listen to any criticism from family about your
decisions, as it’s your day. Make sure you take time during the day
to reflect on your day, just you two. Modern weddings are much more
relaxed so enjoy your time.
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Real Wedding

samantha and simon's

Little Black Book
Bride’s dress and accessories: Heart Brides
www.heartbrides.co.uk
Bridal jewellery and lingerie: Ted Baker
www.tedbaker.com
Bride’s shoes: Irregular Choice
www.irregularchoice.com
Hair: JP’s Hair & Beauty, Harlow
01279 421 867
Make-up: Zoe’s Hair & Makeup
07887 486 008
Bridesmaids’ dresses: Ebay www.ebay.co.uk
Flowergirls’ dresses: Monsoon
uk.monsoon.co.uk
Groom’s suit: Dapper Chaps
www.dapperchapsformalwear.co.uk
Venue: That Amazing Place
www.thatamazingplace.co.uk
Catering: Premier Crew Hospitality
www.premcrew.co.uk
Cake: Fifi’s Cakery www.fifiscakery.com
Flowers: Daisie Chain
www.daisiechainflorist.co.uk
Stationery: Touch of Sparkle
lizziepaine@live.co.uk
Décor: Ellis Events www.ellisevents.co.uk
DJ: Piano DJ www.pianodj.co.uk
Photography: Trebor Photography
www.treborphotography.com
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Daisie Chain

Daisie Chain is a highly Specialised wedding florist, we are
here to help you create the most perfect wedding of your
dreams, we offer a free consultation service where one of
our team will discuss all your wedding requirements.
01992 733 968 / 07525 264 461

www.daisiechainflorist.co.uk
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YOUR WEDDING DAY IS THE MOST IMPORTANT DAY OF YOUR LIFE. THERE IS NOTHING BETTER THAN
CONFIRMING YOUR LOVE IN FRONT OF ALL YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY. WE OFFER A SPECIALIST
SERVICE DESIGNED TO MAKE YOUR DAY AS MEMORABLE AS POSSIBLE.

YOUR WEDDING DAY IS THE MOST IMPORTANT DAY OF YOUR LIFE. THERE IS
NOTHING BETTER THAN CONFIRMING YOUR LOVE IN FRONT OF YOUR FRIENDS AND
FAMILY. THERE REALLY IS NO BETTER REASON TO HAVE A CELEBRATION. WE OFFER A
SPECIALIST SERVICE DESIGNED TO MAKE YOUR DAY AS MEMORABLE AS POSSIBLE.
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